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Mangalath, Praful (Ph.D., Computer Science)
The Construction of Meaning: The role of context in corpus-based approaches to language modeling
Thesis directed by Prof. James Martin
This dissertation presents a framework for statistically modeling words and sentences. It
focuses on the role of context in learning semantic representations from a corpus. In recent years,
approaches like Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [15, 49] by Landauer and Probabilistic Topic Mod-
els (LDA) [34, 8, 28, 68] have both enjoyed success with the psycholinguistics community as being
theories of meaning and models of language understanding. They serve as important components
of information retrieval, machine translation, and document summarization systems, as well as in
several other applications. However, sentences have a rich set of semantic and syntactic features
which cannot be accurately represented by these models as they are based on an order-independent
bag-of-words assumption. This dissertation develops a model which takes these syntagmatic and
paradigmatic constraints into account and provides a better model for sentence processing.
The Construction Integration II (CI-II) model of Kintsch and Mangalath [46] is a cog-
nitively plausible computational account of how language is acquired and stored as representa-
tions in long term memory, which are then retrieved contextually to generate meaning in work-
ing memory. Semantic constraints are modeled using LSA, the Topics Model and context co-
occurrence probabilities. Syntactic constraints are modeled using Ngrams and Dependency Gram-
mars [9, 11, 12, 19, 37, 36]. In short, I show how text is structurally decomposed and combined
with the comprehenders’ prior knowledge in order to understand the text. It demonstrates how
the expressiveness from explicitly modeling context leads to a better word sense disambiguation
process.
This dissertation develops a tree edit distance [6, 48] based metric—Dependency Edit Distance—
that structurally decomposes sentences into dependency relations and measures similarity in terms
of the semantic and syntactic cost associated in transforming one to the other. It further applies
iv
supervised machine learning techniques to use these measures between labelled pairs of sentences
and build models with predictive accuracies that match human raters. The long term goal of this
research is to map this model into software that helps students learn in an instructional environ-
ment capable of assessing their comprehension. I show data from two experiments in which student
responses were automatically graded; the results show great potential towards such a practical
realization.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computational language research within the Cognitive Science discipline studies how humans
learn and use language. Researchers have used mathematical underpinnings—as varied as neural
networks [32, 33], probabilistic Bayesian models [47] and spatial approaches [15, 52, 40, 38] —to
explain, through computer simulation and human experimental testing, how we learn. Simulating
the human learning process and being able to define the processes and representations involved
will have an important impact on education. The ability to use experimental human data as
reinforcement to fit a population as a statistical simulation will allow us to develop i) a better
curriculum that is sensitive to learning capacities of the population, ii) better tools to better exploit
learning strategies, and iii) scalable tools that can be tuned to cater to the individual requirements
of the students in the population.
Early cognitive symbolic approaches like the State, Operator, and Result [58] (SOAR) and
Atomic Components of Thought [2, 1] (ACT-R), which date back to the 80s, used human spec-
ified rules and showed extremely convincing results in simulating how humans perform complex
cognitive tasks. Dennis [17] has a review chapter of the early developments in these symbolic ap-
proaches. Recently, corpus-based approaches like Latent Semantic Analysis [15](LSA), the Topics
model [28] and Hyperspace Analogue to Language [52](HAL) have had great success in the psy-
chology community by explaining several psycho-linguistic phenomena (for e.g.:matching human
similarity ratings, lexical priming and category judgement experiments). These unsupervised ap-
proaches work with word and document statistics observed in text. The models largely operate on
2’bag-of-words’ assumption, i.e. they neglect all word order information.
The model I present is called the Construction Integration II [46] (CI-II). It inherits the
sequential and relational representation models and the notion of edit distance from Dennis’s SP
model [16] and emphasizes the role of context in the construction of meaning like Kintsch’s CI
[45, 43] model. The construction of meaning involves constructing a representation in working
memory (contextualizing using a dependency parser) and integrating knowledge from long term
memory (corpus statistics).
1.1 Cognitive Plausibility
What is a cognitively plausible model and how is it diﬀerent from any computer simulation
model attempting to study the same statistical properties of language? In simple practical terms
it means using a corpus that is indicative of what a human being, in our case specifically students,
are likely to know. It also means tuning a model’s parameters to fit human behavior rather than
maximizing correctness.
To make this diﬀerence explicit, consider the word run. In the construction of WordNet, a
lexical database motivated by linguistic correctness, researchers traced all the instances of run in a
sample of the Wall Street Journal. Run can be used to express diﬀerent concepts depending upon
the usage context (e.g., these examples from Wordnet 3.0 [56], ”The children ran to the store”,
”The Yankees scored 3 runs in the bottom of the 9th”). The identified instances were then grouped
and annotated into the diﬀerent senses for run. Fig. 1.1 shows the lexical sense record for the 57
word senses of run (16 senses as a noun and 41 senses as a verb) from Wordnet [56] (WordNet 3.0,
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/).
We setup an experiment on Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk, a for-profit crowdsourcing plat-
form, and recruited 20 people to answer the question - ”How many ways can you use the word
run?”. The average number of senses of the word run reported was 3-4. The results in Fig. 1.2
show the individual responses by the 20 participants. As can be seen in this figure, this number is
3Noun
S: (n) run#1(run%1:04:01::) (a score in baseball made by a runner touching
all four bases safely) "the Yankees scored 3 runs in the bottom of the
9th"; "their first tally came in the 3rd inning"
S: (n) run#2 (run%1:04:06::) (the act of testing something) "in the
experimental trials the amount of carbon was measured separately"; "he
called each flip of the coin a new trial"
.....
.....
S: (n) run#15 (run%1:07:00::) (an unbroken chronological sequence)
"the play had a long run on Broadway"; "the team enjoyed a brief run of
victories"
S: (n) run#16 (run%1:04:05::) (a short trip) "take a run into town"
Verb
S: (v) run#1 (run%2:38:00::) (move fast by using one’s feet, with one foot
off the ground at any given time) "Don’t run--you’ll be out of breath";
"The children ran to the store"
.....
.....
S: (v) run#40 (run%2:30:01::) (come unraveled or undone as if by snagging)
"Her nylons were running"
S: (v) run#41 (run%2:30:04::) (become undone) "the sweater unraveled"
Figure 1.1: Word senses for ’RUN’ from WordNet 3.0
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Figure 1.2: 20 human responses for the number of senses of run
not remotely close to the 57 diﬀerent senses in WordNet. The models we build and the statistics
we exploit make tradeoﬀs towards matching such human behavior over linguistic correctness.
The common goal of cognitive modeling is to understand human behavior by simulating how
an ’Agent’, a computer specified model, would perform on a task for which there is an experimentally
controlled evidence of human performance. So in the case of the word run we worry more about
our model understanding the commonly stated meanings rather than aim for coverage over all the
57 senses.
You will see the words ’Cognitive Framework’ and ’Cognitive Models’ used liberally through-
out this document. Anderson defines this concept is his book How Can the Human Mind Occur in
5the Physical Universe? [4]. He states:
A cognitive architecture is a specification of the structure of the brain at a level
of abstraction that explains how it achieves the function of the mind. - (Anderson,
2007)
The next few subsections will explore these concepts in greater detail.
1.2 Corpus statistics, Word Representations and Compositionality
ID=”Aaron01.05.02” P=”1” DRP=”55.394258” SocialStudies=”Yes”
Why did the North and South become different sections?
....Before the civil war, the North and South had come to be different
in almost every way. .......Making human beings into slaves was not
right. About 1830, however, the feeling of most Southerners
About 1830, however, the feeling of most Southerners changed
Figure 1.3: A sample document from the Touchstone Applied Science Associates (TASA) corpus.
The words in text generated when we write to express meaning and communicate are arranged
in intentional and systematic patterns. A large collection of documents can be used as a reasonable
proxy to our collective knowledge experiences. The Touchstone Applied Science Associates (TASA)
[50] corpus was used to develop The Educator’s Word Frequency Guide and has been accepted as
a representation of the quantity and quality of text experienced by a college freshman student. It
contains a sampling of high-school level documents from science, social studies, literature etc. A
total of ten million total words in 37,651 documents with a vocabulary of 92,409 [41] (average of
166 words/document). Figure 1.3 shows a sample document and Table 1.1 shows the breakdown
of the areas in TASA.
We can study language by breaking down text modularly into its diﬀerent sub aspects. The
statistical properties that we can access are:
(1) Sentence level local lexical patterns
(2) Sentence and document level long range lexical patterns
6
TASA corpus
Area Document Count
Language and Arts 16,044
Social Studies 10,501
Sciences 5,356
Health 1,359
Business 1,079
Miscellaneous 1,100
Unmarked 2,212
Table 1.1: TASA corpus samples
(3) Global topic based or latent patterns
Given the sentence “Baseball is a popular team sport in America” [81], several observations
can be made. There are 8 words in the sentence. The words are ordered i.e. shuﬄing around the
positions of the words will possibly change the meaning of the sentence. Some words are more
informative than others. The sentence is likely drawn from an article that talks about sports.
Ngrams are statistical language models [54, 39] developed to capture local lexical regularities
in a sentence. They model sequential word interactions and were originally developed for speech
recognition research to solve the problem of selecting the most viable sequence among candidate
utterances. For a sequence of words, ngram models make some assumptions about the distribution
of a word depending upon only the preceding n words, i.e. the probability of occurrence of a word
is independent from words that are not the n context words that precede it. This is also called
a Markov assumption. With n = 1, the ’unigram’ language model (Equation: 1.1) shown for our
sentence in 1.4 states that the probability of a word token is completely independent of context.
p(sentence) ≈
T￿
i=1
p(wordi|wordi−1i−n) (1.1)
When n=2, the ’bigram’ language model states that the probability of a word only depends
upon its preceding word and with n=3, the ’trigram’ model has the probability of a word depend
upon the previous two words. Figure 1.5 shows the unigrams, bigrams and trigrams in our sentence.
Clearly, the ngram model is able to detect useful patterns like ’team sport’ and ’popular
7p(Baseball is a popular team sport in America.) =
p(baseball)*p(is)*p(a)*p(popular)*p(team)*p(sport)*p(in)*p(america)*p(.)
Figure 1.4: Unigram language model. The probability of the sentence occurring is the product of
the individual word probabilities.
Sentence : ”Baseball is a popular team sport in America.”
Unigrams : baseball, is, a, popular, team, sport, in, america, .
Bigrams : baseball is, is a, a popular, popular team, team sport, sport in,
in america,america .
Trigrams : baseball is a, is a popular, a popular team, popular team sport,
team sport in, sport in america, in america .
Figure 1.5: The unigrams, bigrams and trigrams extracted from ’Baseball is a popular team sport
in America’
Baseball
is
sport
a team popular
America
in
Figure 1.6: Dependency parse of the sentence ’Baseball is a popular team sport in America’
team sport’ but it lacks any explicit information about long range information. It is unable to
capture dependencies which are very important like the fact that ’baseball’ is a ’sport’. We can
exploit information at a finer structural level by using the dependency representation of a sentence
[9, 11, 12, 19, 37, 36]. A dependency parse of a sentence using additional information about the
words in the sentence (such as parts of speech, tag statistics, etc. from treebanks) to identify long
8range information and produce a better map of the relationships between words in a sentence.
Sentence : ”Baseball is a popular team sport in America.”
nsubj : (Baseball,sport), (Baseball,NNP), (sport,NN)
cop : (is,sport), (is,VBZ),(sport,NN)
det : (a,sport), (a,DT), (sport,NN)
amod : (popular,sport), (popular,JJ), (sport,NN)
nn : (team,sport), (team,NN), (sport,NN)
prep : (in,sport), (in,IN), (sport,NN)
pobj : (in,America), (in,IN), (America,NNP)
Figure 1.7: Relations extracted from the dependency parse of ’Baseball is a popular team sport in
America’
Local lexical and structural information accounts for in-sentence activity. By looking at the
document context of the sentence we can get a better picture of the meaning the sentence was
intended to convey. Here, the order of words matters less and the document providing the context
can be treated as a bag-of-words [31]. Word co-occurrence or collocation within this bag-of-words
refers to keeping tabs on word pairs that are seen together often. A word like ’baseball’ is highly
likely to be seen in a document containing the word ’ballgame’ or ’pitcher’. This fairly obvious
observation leads us to the final ’topic’ or ’latent’ aspect. The documents which host sentences are
again very coherent in their collections. The sentences have been placed together as a unit as they
share a particular theme. An article that contains the sentence ’Baseball is a popular team sport
in America’ is very unlikely to contain the words ’cilantro’ or ’epigenomic’. Collecting statistics
about these words in other documents that are about the same theme will allow us to discover new
relationships which are not directly observable when we restrict our scope to local ’bag-of-words’
texts.
In the approaches we’ve discussed, we collected statistics for a word-unit without regard to
what sense of the word was being observed. ’Pitcher’, referenced in the above example has two
meanings, and given the appropriate context we can very easily pick up the intended sense. Why
even bother recording it as a single entity? Words are used in all shades of colors with subtle dif-
ferences in context which adds to the varied express-ability of language. In cases where the context
9is distinctly black or white, like ’bank’ or ’pitcher’, we might as well record and model diﬀerent
senses as separate instances. Ignoring the chicken-and-egg problem of teaching an unsupervised
computational-simulation of a human learner the diﬀerent senses of a word before the meaning of
a word itself, there is no theoretical cognitive evidence to support a single storage mechanism.
We can summarize our model as a word based compositional model where the basic unit
of processing is a word. We observe the corpus statistics discussed above for word units and
learn representations to store in long term memory. The construction of meaning starts with the
retrieval of representations of the component words from long term memory and the integration
of unit representations into larger units based upon context in working memory. Chapter 2 will
introduce in more detail these statistical language models.
Chapter 2
Background
We represent knowledge in the CI-II model as long-term memory traces. This concept dates
back to the notation of ’memory images’ introduced by Shiﬀrin in the Search of Associative Memory
(SAM) model [60] to refer to vectors used to represent item, associative and contextual information
memory from the acquisition phase. To simulate the learning phase, we define a procedure, usually
a mathematical model, that describes the relationships between input text and desired output
representations. We then define parameters and prior constraints on the type of information we
want to learn. These constraints reflect properties of language that are generally accepted as a
representative of human learning through evolution or experience. The model is then allowed to
react to text stimulus and the parameters of the models are updated, thus producing representations
that are naturally adaptive to the environment. These learnt representations are then tested on
human behavioral data to explain human language cognition.
Section 2.1 first introduces existing models that share our notion of meaning representa-
tion. We will look at two popular approaches to representing semantics—Latent Semantic Analysis
and the Topics Model—which we later show is used within our framework to represent the Gist
component of Long Term Memory. We will also study Kintsch’s original Construction Integration
(CI) model [44, 45, 43] where the premise and role of context in influencing meaning was intro-
duced. This contextualization aspect forms and important aspect of our model and we will show
how to extend it’s interpretation to build a better model of word-constituent and sentence mean-
ing. The original CI model dealt with meaning construction of predicate-argument relations. The
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Syntagmatic Paradigmatic (SP) model of Dennis [17, 16] is a memory based account of sentence
processing and developed a theory of how sentence construction can be viewed as a constraint
satisfaction problem.
2.1 Random Variables, Probabilities, Vectors and Measuring Similarity
A few basic mathematical concepts and terminologies that explain the language modeling
aspect in chapter 2. We estimate probabilities, weights and counts of words by observing their
relationships with other words, word sequences, sentences and documents from a sample of text
data. In the simplest case where we track the occurrence of a word in a text sample, if N(wi) is the
number of occurrences of the word wi in the corpus, then we estimate it’s frequency or probabiity
as N(wi)/N, where N is the count of the total number of word tokens observed. When we observe
and store such frequencies or probabilities relative to other words or documents we use convenient
notation such as vectors to programmatically and mathematically talk about these observations.
The notations and definitions introduced in this section and used elsewhere in this thesis are
from Christopher Bishop’s Pattern recognition and machine learning [7], Jurafsky and Martin’s
Speech and Language Processing [39] and Manning and Schtze’s [54]. Probability theory provides
a consistent framework to express the language models we will discuss in sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
The basic definition of the probability of an event is the ratio of the number of times the event
occurs and the total number of observation occurrences with this limit tending to infinity.
If χ is the set of all observations and E an event ⊂ χ, then we say that the probability of
event E is p(E) if the following axioms are met,
p(E) ≥ 0 (2.1)
p(χ) = 1 (2.2)
E1 ∩ E2 = ∅ ⇒ p(E1 ∩ E2) = p(E1) ∩ p(E2) (2.3)
From the axioms listed above, we find that a probability maps an event to the range [0, 1]. A
random variable similarly maps a measurement for an event to the real line. We can now assign a
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mapping for the probability of random variables taking a particular value, provided that the axioms
are met. The set of possible values that a random variable can take is its sample space S. The
values that it can take may be discrete or continuous and have an interval. If the random variable
is denoted by X, p(x) is the probability of the variable taking value x. The set of probabilities over
the entire sample space range S (or a sub interval) is its probability distribution function which in
the case of discrete random variables (2.4) is called the probability mass function (pmf).
￿
S
p(x) = 1 (2.4)
All our probability related activity is from discrete count data so I omit the definitions for
the continuous case. For two random variables X and Y , the probability that X = x and Y = y
is called the joint distribution. To compute the probability of only one of the variables, called
marginal probability, we can sum over the other variable as shown in 2.5.
p(X) =
￿
SY
p(x, y) (2.5)
We can also pose a question of the form: Given that I have evidence of event X, what is the
probability of event Y ? The joint distribution and the conditional probability are related by 2.6.
p(X,Y ) = p(Y |X)p(X) (2.6)
Rules (2.5,2.6) are called the sum and product rules of probability respectively. This leads us
to a very important property, which is called Bayes’ theorem. It is a fundamental canon in every
machine learning researcher’s arsenal. (Word senses are sometimes problematic for humans, too,
especially when the author tries to be funny.) Treat the two random events as the hypothesis Y
(your theory - a mathematical specification with parameters capable of generating data) and data
X (what data you can observe). Bayes theorem defines the probability of a hypothesis given data
p(Y |X) (i.e. what is the chance of my theory being true given that I have observed this data?;
also called the posterior probability) as the product of the likelihood p(X|Y ) (what is the chance
that my theory or model generated this data?) and prior probability p(Y ) (how sure was I about
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my theory to begin with i.e. before observing any data at all?) with normalizing constraint p(X)
(probability has to sum to one so divide by all probability of data marginalized over all competing
theories).
p(Y |X) = p(X|Y )p(Y )
p(X)
(2.7)
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Figure 2.1: Two Dimensional Vector Space with d1 and d2 as the orthogonal axes showing vectors
w1, w2 and w3 from the discussed matrix notation in 2.8
Before we discuss how these probabilities will be used to learn relationships between words,
I’ll first talk about vectors and introduce the notion of a semantic space. If we tally probabilities
or counts or any measurement of some event w with respect to another event d we end up with a
number. If this number c is simply treated as a numeric observation, it can be treated as a point
on a line. Similarly if we measure counts of w with respect to two events d1 and d2 we end up with
numbers c1 and c2 a point in a two-dimensional space i.e. (c1,c2) represents a mutual relationship
for the events d1 and d2 for w. Spatially, d1 and d2 form an orthogonal basis with the points (c1,c2)
representing the distance from these lines. This system of orthogonal coordinates can extended to
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represent more complex relationships in higher dimensions.
w d1 d2
w1 1 2
w2 3 5
w3 7 2.6
(2.8)
From the matrix notation in 2.8 we can extract the three points w1, w2, w3 having the axes
d1 and d2. Each of these points is a vector represented by the notation,
1
2

3
5

 7
2.6

We can compute the distance between two vectors as,
DISTANCE(wi,wj) =
￿
(wi − wj)2(d1) + (wi − wj)2(d2) (2.9)
This gives us the distance between w1 and w2 as 3.6 . The distance is a measure of how
close the points are and also reflects how similar their relationships with the orthogonal axis are.
Another scale invariant measure used to express this similarity is the cosine measure given by,
COSINE(wi,wj) =
wi • wj
￿wi￿ ￿wj￿ (2.10)
where the dot product wi • wj is simply the product of the values of the points along d1 and
d2.
wi • wj = (wiwj)(d1) + (wiwj)(d2)
The normalizing vector length ￿wi￿ is given by,
￿wi￿ =
￿
(wi)2(d1)
+ (wi)2(d2)
The above can properties are extended to points with higher dimensions although it is best to
not cause oneself severe trauma by imagining spatial orientation of these points. The information
theoretic approach to measuring similarities of variables completely does away with the spatial
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interpretation. The value along each of the axes is just a ratio of the total probability mass
distribution. We measure the information conveyed by a random variable with Entropy, given by
the equation 2.11. Entropy is measured in bits and it calculates the amount of uncertainity.
H(X) = −
￿
x∈X
p(x) log2 p(x) (2.11)
For more than one random variable the Joint Entropy is the amount of uncertainty in a
system after we consider related events,
H(X,Y ) = −
￿
x∈X
￿
y∈Y
p(x, y) log2 p(x, y) (2.12)
We can also measure the information needed to specify variable x given that we already know
something about y. This is the Conditional Entropy and represents the amount of uncertainty in
the system about x given evidence about y.
H(Y |X) = −
￿
x∈X
￿
y∈Y
p(x, y) log2 p(y|x) (2.13)
From equations 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13 the definition of mutual information lends naturally as
the amount of information one random variable contains about another.
I(X : Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) (2.14)
Mutual information however cannot be used as a reliable estimate of the dependence between
two variables as it also increases with the entropy of the variables. To measure how similar the
distributions of two random variables are, we instead use the Kullback Leiber divergence or the
relative entropy which is an asymmetric distance measure (2.15).
KL(p(x)||q(x)) =
￿
x∈X
p(x) log
p(x)
q(x)
(2.15)
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2.2 Latent Semantic Analysis
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [15, 50] is a wildly successful theory of meaning and hu-
man comprehension and is very popular in the Cognitive Science community. Its scalable and
elegant simplicity made it a genre blending success story that produced several successful prac-
tical commercial products such as Summary Street [67, 21], Automated Essay Grading [72, 71]
and WriteToLearn [73] from Knowledge Analysis Technologies (K-A-T, now a Pearson subsidiary).
There is no neutral position on LSA. Researchers within Computer Science and Psychology either
dislike it because it is too simple to be a theory of meaning or are enamored by it for being able to
explain such a wide range of phenomena with such simple assumptions on data and old-fashioned
mechanisms within the mathematical model. I’ll explain in some detail the intuitions behind what
makes LSA tick and we’ll look at what we can do with the representations it aﬀords.
w d1 d2 . . . dn
w1 c11 c12 . . . c1n
w2 c21 c22 . . . c2n
...
...
...
. . .
...
wm cm1 cm2 . . . cmn
(2.16)
We start with a corpus like TASA and reduce it down to the bag-of-words [31] in the matrix
notation described in Figure 2.8. Words and their occurrence counts in the documents from TASA
are the basic tokens we operate upon. Word counts are the observed features and we represent them
as collections of (word,count) tuples. The tuple collection for a document is called the bag-of-words.
The bag-of-words for a sample document “Baseball is a popular team sport in America. It
is a bat-and-ball sport played between two teams of nine players each” is listed in Figure 2.2.
The scheme we employ to extract word-units from a document is called tokenization. There are
complex tokenization methods that count words by analyzing their lemmatized forms - plurals,
tenses, punctuation etc. For instance, ’team’ and ’teams’ are equivalent, ’bat-and-ball’ contains
the terms (’bat’,’and’,’ball’). We use a very trivial tokenization scheme in our models - whitespace
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Sentence : ”Baseball is a popular team sport in America. It is a bat-and-ball
sport played between two teams of nine players each.”
bag-of-words : (baseball,1), (popular,1), (team,1), (sport,2), (america,1),
(bat-and-ball,1), (played,1), (between,1), (two,1), (teams,1), (nine,1), (play-
ers,1), (each,1))
stoplist-words : (is,2), (a,2), (in,1), (it,1), (of,1) )
Figure 2.2: Bag-of-Words extracted from a document. Each tuple represents the word token and
it’s count in the document. Some words that are very frequent are added to a stoplist and discarded
from the bag.
tokenization. All strings between enclosing whitespace boundaries are considered valid tokens. We
remove high frequency words listed in stoplists. The most important thing to note here is that we
are discarding all information in the original document about the relative positioning of the word
tokens.
The word-document matrix in 2.16 shows the reduction of the corpus to a bag-of-words
with the documents representing columns and rows representing words in the vocabulary. The cell
corresponding to the (i, j)th location in the matrix contains the total number of occurrences of word
wi in document dj . A document here is any set of one or more sentences and in practice we use
naturally occurring paragraph delimiters as document boundaries. Punctuations are ignored.
Calculating and analyzing the relationships in 2.16’s wordm × documentn matrix to extract
patterns between words is our goal. The matrix notation above has vector representations for
words. These are very sparse vector representations, i.e. most of the entries in a word vector
are zeros. These vectors can be used as-is to measure similarities for words and documents. The
general name for models that use these representations is called Vector Space Models (VSM) [23].
Vector space models scale very well with large collections of data and are commonly combined
with some weighting scheme in Information Retrieval (IR). The task in Information Retrieval is to
match a query with a collection of documents and VSMs are well equipped to do this. A popular
weighting scheme used to transform the vector space representation of occurrence counts is the
TF-IDF[66] (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) scheme, where the matrix elements
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are represented proportional to the number of times they occur in each document. This has the
eﬀect of making words, which are rare and seemingly important in the context of a few particular
documents, have a higher magnitude to reflect the importance of this document context. Because
they only represent document co-occurrence, VSMs fail to capture more interesting term-term
correlations that are not apparent or significant in the sparse vectors.
LSA word similarities
Word1 Cosine Word2
river
0.80 tributaries
0.72 rapids
0.71 riverbank
0.67 flood
dog
0.88 barked
0.83 wagging
0.83 collie
0.76 puppy
army
0.88 troops
0.86 battle
0.85 soldiers
0.74 victory
Table 2.1: LSA similarities between words (Word1,Word2) are calculated using the cosine between
their vector representations.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) removes the sparsity in the matrix and finds a more interest-
ing set of basis functions. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [25] is applied to the word-document
matrix in Figure 2.16 to generate more compact yet high-dimensional (300 or more) vectors for
words and documents. The representations we have now reflect interesting properties about how
words are connected and these new compact vectors can be treated as a proxy for a map of meaning
of the mental lexicon.
LSA was one of the first models to prove that studying the relational patterns between
words and encoding their associations makes learning from experience psychologically plausible
and powerful. The concept of representing meaning as a vector (meaning(Word) = [x1, ...xn]) was
also first introduced by LSA. The meaning of a document was also shown to be composable as
the sum of the meaning of words [meaning(Document) = meaning(Word1), ...,meaning(WordK)].
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Nearest Neighbors of play
play
playing
played
kickball
plays
games
game
volleyball
fun
golf
costume
actor
rehearsals
actors
drama
comedy
baseball
tennis
theater
checkers
Table 2.2: Nearest neighbors using cosine similarity on the 300 dimensional LSA vector for play
The document pays no attention to the structure of words and treats them as unordered tokens.
Correlations between words is captured as the cosine between the vectors, Formula 2.10) as seen
in table 2.1. Given any word in the vocabulary we can now probe our gist representations learnt
by LSA to produce a list of the nearest neighbors and thus navigate this mental lexicon. Table 2.2
shows the highest ranked words (nearest neighbors) for the word play using the cosine measure
between the vector for play and vectors for all the words in the TASA vocabulary.
We have discussed the notion of reduced dimensions and latent relationships and seen how
we can abstract away the meaning of a word by representing it as a vector. We look at what it
actually means to represent data in a meaningful basis and consider what statistics we can play
oﬀ from the wordM × documentN matrix in order to do so. Consider the words dog and barked
which co-occur frequently in the set of documents [D1, ..., DN ]. The corresponding rows from the
wordM × documentN matrix are N dimensional vectors. This is equivalent to their representation
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Figure 2.3: Euclidean representation of vectors dog and barked along document basis (Dp,Dq).
in an N dimensional vector space spanned by orthogonal axes where all vectors in this space can
be represented as a linear combination of this set of unit basis vectors.
dog =
￿
nDdog,1 , .nDdog,2 , ..., nDdog,N
￿
barked =
￿
nDbarked,1 , .nDbarked,2 , ..., nDbarked,N
￿ (2.17)
As we’ve discussed in the vector review section, this representation of words as vectors allows
us to compute Euclidean distance measures and infer similarity ratings between words.
DISTANCE(dog,barked) =
￿
N￿
i=1
(nDdog,i − nDbarked,i)
COSINE(dog,barked) =
N￿
i=1
nDdog,inDbarked,i￿
N￿
i=1
nDdog,i
N￿
i=1
nDbarked,i
(2.18)
The question now is whether the naturally occurring set of document axes is a good choice to
represent words semantically and if not, finding an appropriate change of basis. What properties
would we like the new set of basis functions to represent? Consider the document basis in (Dp,Dq)
from figure 2.4 and all the shared subset of words in them. Directions with the largest variances
in a vector space usually contain interesting information about the system. Since we now have
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the relationship between (Dp,Dq) distributed linearly based upon the words they contain, we can
explore a structure that is not obvious in the document basis. Picking the basis shown in the center
of the word cloud corresponds to maximizing the variance by rotating the document basis. In this
two dimensional case, it simply implies picking the direction with the best fitting line in a least
squares sense for the word cloud. If two documents record exactly the same information, i.e. the
same word occurrence counts, it seems justified that picking a single basis to represent that should
have no eﬀect on the interpretation of word observations. Dimension reduction does exactly that; it
finds a more interesting set of basis functions that explains the variance in the dataset. These basis
functions are decreasingly ordered and orthogonal as we can see in 2.4, where the first regression
line is in the direction of the first quadrant and the second is perpendicular to it.
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q
Figure 2.4: Simulated plot of documents (Dp,Dq) as the basis vectors and new basis that maximizes
the variance.
We can generalize this notion to higher dimensions with algebraic matrix factorization tech-
niques. Singular value decomposition transforms the wordM × documentN matrix X as,
X = USV T (2.19)
For a very intuitive and detailed presentation of Singular Value Decomposition, refer to Kirk
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Figure 2.5: Singular Value Decomposition of the wordM × documentN matrix into word and docu-
ment reduced matrices.
Baker’s tutorial at http://www.ling.ohio-state.edu/ kbaker/ [5]. A summary of the factorization
process: The full matrix factorization of X yields U an M ×N matrix, s a N ×N diagonal matrix
and V T an N ×N matrix. The columns of U are the left singular vectors and form an orthonormal
basis set for the words such that ui · uj = 1 for i = j and ui · uj = 0 for i ￿= j . S contains
non-zero elements only on the diagonal called the singular values. The diagonal elements of S are
in descending order of the magnitudes. V T has the right singular vectors which similarly form
the orthonomal basis for the documents. If the matrix X were to be square symmetric, its SVD
is equivalent to solving the eigen value problem or diagonalization and these values are called the
eigenvalues. A simple way to perform this diagonalization on non-symmetric matrices is to first
diagonalize XTX to compute V T and S (XTX = V S2V T ) and then compute U (U = XV S−1).
The Lanczos algorithm [13] (http://www.netlib.org/svdpack/), an iterative method to find the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors is used in the matrix factorization in the Telcordia implementation of
LSA.
LSA also solves the synonymy problem that the standard vector space models face i.e.
multiple words having the same meaning are now related in the reduced dimensionality space. The
words bright and brilliant show a high similarity (cosine = .51) even though they might not both
appear in the same document but this latent similarity is reflected in the reduced space. The vector
representations formed for the words and documents have no meaning themselves so although the
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LSA word similarities
Word Cosine Sense1 Sense2
bank
0.23 riverbank
0.33 money
riverbank-money 0.02
play
0.59 volleyball
0.56 actor
volleyball-actor 0.12
Table 2.3: LSA has a unified vector representation and does not diﬀerentiate between senses.
dimension reduction is able to form correlations between two words that have never occurred in
the same document, words with multiple senses are forced to share a singular unique vector. The
unified representation it forms however does not diﬀerentiate or oﬀer an alternative explanation
for the multiple senses a word might have, so bright and shiny also have a high similarity (cosine
= .45) using the same vector for bright. This ambiguity due to the polysemous usage of words to
express more than one meaning fails to be represented as a linear superposition of a single set of
basis vectors. Table 2.3 on page 23 gives some more examples of this sense ambiguity by comparing
words with diﬀerent sense words and the similarity between the two sense words. The dimensions in
the latent space themselves have no obvious interpretation, therefore reflecting a lack in capturing
the structure of the corpus.
LSA is great at extracting connections that are not apparent at a surface level. It does
this with a very simple non-parametric matrix transformation. The representations it forms are
however just a vector of numbers, each corresponding to one of the dimensions in the reduced
space. The numbers and dimensions themselves are not interpretable in that we cannot introspect
the representation of a word, say ’sports’ and figure out why it is similar to ’baseball’ and understand
the learning process by looking at what else we picked up from reading baseball and sports material.
There is no real grouping of structure and theme nor is there an explanation as to how a word was
learnt.
We later use the reduced word vectors as the gist traces in the CI-II model. We have
discussed some of the limitations imposed by Latent Semantic Indexing. We will now take a look
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at an alternative method to represent gist traces in Long Term Memory. This probabilistic approach
learns the same high-level gist traces by constructing a generative representation of the corpus. The
Topics model defines a process that is capable of generating the corpus and implements methods to
infer and define such a process. It uses topic structure to capture the notion that there are latent
factors which explain relationships not obvious at a surface level of a document.
2.3 Topics Model
The Topics model [8, 28] uses a probabilistic graphical model to infer a similar interesting
latent structure as LSA from the wordM × documentN matrix. A high level view of what these
graphical models do: We treat words and documents as random variables and we try to represent
their causal relationships. A graph is used to capture probabilistic dependencies with words and
documents loaded onto the nodes. It is obvious that word nodes depend upon documents. A
word like taxidermy has a very low probability of being seen in an article from the Wall Street
Journal talking about stocks. It is more probable that it will belong to a document about hunting.
Documents are denoted as parents and words as their children, with edges from parents to children
denoting a causal dependency. We identify these causal dependencies and exploit conditional
independence properties of random variables and factor the joint probability distribution as a
product of the nodes without parents and the conditional distribution of each child node given its
parents. The fact that we can mediate statistical dependence between variables through another
variable or set of variables allows us to introduce hidden or latent variables and redefine the structure
of the graph. The parameters learnt from diﬀerent configurations of structure on these graphs will
be the representations we store.
I’ll briefly review the principles and notations used in graphical models. The notation used
is based in the figures and discussions is based on Blei et al.’s Latent Dirichlet Allocation paper
[8] and Zoubin Ghahramani’s Unsupervised Learning course lecture notes (Gatsby Computational
Neuroscience Unit, University College London, 2005) and from his chapter “Unsupervised Learning”
in “Advanced Lectures on Machine Learning”.
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Figure 2.6: Directed graphical model representing joint probability distribution. p(X1, X2, X3)
Diagrammatically representing random variables and their probability distributions provides
a useful framework to model and visualize complex interactions. The rules of probability and
the concept of conditional independence has been covered in this chapter. In a graphical model,
random variables are represented as nodes in a graph and the edges represent dependencies between
variables. Nodes can also be grouped to include sets of random variables and a lack of edges between
two nodes implies conditional independence through zero or more variables. The graph as a whole
represents the joint probability distribution of the random variablesX = (X1, ..., Xd). These graphs
are also called Bayesian Networks or Bayesian Nets. In figure 2.6, the joint distribution of the three
nodes can be written as given in equation 2.20.
p(X1, X2, X3) = p(X3|X1, X2)p(X2|X1)p(X1) (2.20)
When we deal with larger datasets the graphs become quite large and it is often convenient
to group similar nodes based on their conditional dependence into a single common node. The
plate notation shown in figure 2.7 allows us to express compactly all the information associated
with a graph. Nodes having the same dependence structure are grouped into a plate with a single
variable representing the set of nodes and the number of nodes specified in the plate.
Now that we have defined a general procedure to place a graph that describes relationships
between our random variables, I’ll show how we can learn structure from the wordM × documentN
matrix. Learning in these graphical models is defined as the process of selecting the best explanation
for the data from a set of given hypotheses.
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Figure 2.7: Graphical model representing the joint distribution between (N + 1) variables and its
corresponding plate notation.
We will first look at the simplest graphical model, the unigram model, and work our way to
the Topics Model [28]. The wordM × documentN model and it’s treatment is presented in the
logical organization and notation used in Blei et al. [8]. The vocabulary set is a collection of words
word {1, ..., V }V , words being the basic unit of discrete data and a document is a sequence of N
words denoted w = (w1, ..., wN ), being the nth word in the sequence. The corpus is now a collection
of M documents.
 W
 N
 M
Figure 2.8: Unigram Model
Unigram Model: The unigram model considers words in every document to be drawn independently
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from a single multinomial distribution. The probability of a particular document is now the product
of the probabilities of its N words,
p(w) =
N￿
n=1
p(wn) (2.21)
A document is considered as a sample drawn from this distribution and the parameters
{p(wi)} to describe the word {1, ..., V }V space are p(w1) + ... + p(wV ) = 1. Figure 2.8 shows the
unigram model using plate notation discussed above. The complete likelihood of the corpus is now
the product of the probabilities computed from equation(2.21).
 W
 N
 M
 Z
 z
 W  W  W  W  W
Figure 2.9: Mixture of Unigrams (Blei, Ng & Jordan,2003). Plate and graphical notation.
Mixture of Unigrams: The unigram model is modified by the introduction of a latent variable,
thereby imposing some conditional structure on the model. In this case, for each of the N documents
a latent variable z, henceforth referred to as a topic is first selected and then selecting M words
drawing each independently from a multinomial conditioned on z.
p(w) =
￿
z
p(z)
N￿
n=1
p(wn|z) (2.22)
Each document is now allowed to have only a single topic and the generation process is shown
in figure 2.10.
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis: PLSA [34] removes the restriction in the mixture of uni-
grams model that a document is generated from a single topic and allows the possibility that a
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Figure 2.10: Document generation process in the mixture of unigrams model.
document may contain multiple topics. Figure 2.11 shows a simplified generative process for docu-
ments with multiple topics. The generative process for words in a document is started by selecting a
document d in the training set according to a multinomial (this d is a multinomial random variable
with the number of possible values only restricted by the size of the training set and is basically
treated as a dummy index into D = {w1,w2, ...,wM}) P(d). A topic z conditioned according to
a multinomial on the index d, p(z|d) is chosen and a word wn is generated from a multinomial
conditioned on z,p(wn|z) . This process is described in figure 2.12 and equation 2.23 shows the
conditional independence of the index d and a word given z.
p(d, wn) = p(d)
￿
z
p(wn|z)p(z|d) (2.23)
Now that we have defined the joint distribution of the documents, latent variables and words,
we can apply methods like Expectation Maximization (EM) to obtain the posterior distribution of
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Figure 2.11: Simplified document generation process in the PLSA and Topics model. Documents
and words have multiple topic distributions.
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Figure 2.12: Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA).
the latent variables. The complete log-likelihood of the data is given by,
L =
￿
d∈D
￿
w∈W
n(d, w) logP (d, w) (2.24)
The objective function to be maximized in the E step is defined by the posterior of the latent
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variables in,
p(z|d, w) = p(z)p(d|z)p(w|z)￿
Z￿
p(z￿)p(d|z￿)p(w|z￿) (2.25)
The interpretation of the above posterior is about how well a latent variable explains the
observed word in a particular document. The update equations for the M step are listed below,
p(w|z) =
￿
d
n(d,w) logP (z|d,w)￿
d,w￿
n(d,w￿) logP (z|d,w￿)
p(d|z) =
￿
w
n(d,w) logP (z|d,w)￿
d￿,w
n(d￿,w) logP (z|d￿,w)
p(z) = 1R
￿
d,w
n(d, w) logP (z|d, w), R ≡ ￿
d,w
n(d, w)
(2.26)
To prevent local extrema a procedure called Tempered EM (TEM) is applied so that we don’t
overfit the training dataset, i.e. though parameters are learnt from an observed corpus (training
dataset), these parameters must nevertheless be able to generalize and explain new and unseen
documents.
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Topics Model:
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Figure 2.13: Graphical representation of the Topics Model.
The Topics Model [8, 28] gives a Bayesian treatment to PLSA and places a prior—a Dirichlet
distribution. Documents are treated as mixtures of latent variables and this latent set as a mixture
of words as in the PLSA model. The set of latent variables are called topics and the document
generation process consists of choosing a distribution over the set of latent topics and generating
words at random from the words in the topic distribution. The generative process for document
generation under the Topics model for each document in D = {w1,w2, ...,wM} proceeds by first
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selecting a K dimensional random variable as a Dirichlet distribution. The K dimensional random
variable is the vector representing topic mixture proportions.
The Dirichlet distribution is conjugate to the Multinomial and thus makes a convenient
prior for the topic mixtures. Given a set of D documents containing T topics over a vocabulary
of W words, the conditional word topic probabilities can be expressed as p(w|z with a set of T
multinomials ϕ over the vocabulary such that,
p(w|z = j) = ϕ(j)w (2.27)
and p(z) a set of D multinomial distributions over θ such that for a word in document d the
probability of the topic is the (topic-row, document-column) value in θ ,
p(z = j) = θ(d)j (2.28)
probability 
distributions
over words
topic
distributions
over words
document distributions
over topics
 
p(w|g)
 
p(w|z)
 
p(z |g)
 
[word! topics]
M!K  
[topics!document]
K!N 
[word!document]
M!N
Figure 2.14: Dimensional reduction with the Topics Model.
Approximate inference is performed to evaluate the posterior probability distribution using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling techniques. To see how the topics model diﬀers
from PLSA and the simpler unigram model we can look at the geometry of the latent space.
The latent space has been presented as this lower dimensional manifold that captures latent
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relationship between observations by positing them on a more interesting surface. One way to look
at the diﬀerences in model assumptions is to visualize document representation in the geometry of
the latent space. The word simplex shown in figure 2.15 (a) is defined over three words with every
point inside the word simplex corresponding to a multinomial distribution over them. The vertices
of the simplex denote distributions that assign µ = 1 to one of the words.
!
Figure 2.15: Topic simplex for three topics embedded into a word simplex for three words.
The mixture of unigrams model puts each document at one of the vertices of the topic simplex
shown in figure 2.15(b) randomly and all the words for the document are drawn from that single
distribution. The PLSA shown allows a document to have multiple topics that it has already been
exposed to in the training dataset and hence as shown in figure 2.15(c) places each document on a
set of points on the topic simplex and thus defines an empirical distribution on the topic simplex.
The Topics model assumes a smooth distribution over the topic simplex as each word of both
observed and unseen documents is generated by a random topic from a distribution with a random
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parameter and hence sampled from a smooth distribution on the topic simplex as seen from contour
lines in figure 2.15(d).
Topics Model word similarities
Word1 KL-N Word2
river
0.61 rapids
0.54 riverbank
0.50 tributaries
0.45 flood
dog
0.98 collie
0.97 barked
0.96 puppy
0.77 wagging
army
0.85 troops
0.85 soldiers
0.48 victory
0.46 battle
Table 2.4: Topic similarities between words (Word1,Word2) are calculated using the normalized
Kullback leiber divergence.
The topic representation of words allows us to compute semantic associations like in the case
of LSA using the normalized Kullback Leiber divergence measure covered in the review. Similarity
ratings between words is listed in table 2.4. Table 2.5 shows how we can exploit conditional
probability between two words to rank the nearest neighbors of a given word. The neighborhood
is much the same as the one from the gist representation of the LSA vectors as shown in Table 2.2
from the previous section.
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Nearest Neighbors of play
play
game
played
playing
lee
games
fun
role
children
ball
plays
want
big
music
important
pat
stage
part
rita
active
Table 2.5: Nearest neighbors using conditional probability on the 1195 dimensional topics vector
for play
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2.4 Construction Integration Model - Meaning in Context
We looked at the semantic representations from Latent Semantic Analysis and the Topics
Model. Both models provided a reasonable account of word level semantics. The vectors for words
and their similarity relations that were extracted purely based on corpus statistics mirrored human
judgements and understanding. The Construction Integration model builds on the vectors drawn
from the LSA model. It focusses on extracting a finer grained meaning from the LSA vectors by
showing the importance of context in the construction of meaning.
Polysemous words like bank pose a problem for LSA as a single representation is used to
describe both its senses 1 . The meaning of the word bank is diﬀerent in both these contexts -
bank as a financial institution and as a riverbank is a diﬀerent specification of the meaning of
bank and yet they share a single representation.
ran horse
stopped
down
hopped
Figure 2.16: Contextualization of meaning. Example from Predication [45]. The integration net-
work for the argument-predicate horse-ran. The meaning of the predicate ran is modified by the
argument horse with a spreading activation process in the semantic neighborhood. Dotted lines
indicate inhibitory connections and solid lines indicate positive connections.
Multiple sense words are commonly used across the vocabulary. Although the distinction
may not be as striking as the example shown, the role of context in determining the meaning of a
1 The multiple senses of bank here refer to its usage as a river-bank and as a financial institution.
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word is dominant. The meaning of a word is subtly changed depending upon the context operating
upon it. The most recent application of the original CI-I model sought to exploit this concept in the
Predication algorithm [45] (Kintsch, 2001). The Predication algorithm explores how word senses
are modified when a word is used in diﬀerent contexts. In Noun-Verb Phrase constructions, the
meaning of the verb-phrase is adjusted as it is applied to diﬀerent noun arguments, thus allowing
the diﬀerent senses to emerge each time a separate context is applied. It was studied in the context
of explaining metaphor interpretation, causal inferences and similarity judgments.
The Predication algorithm deviates from the standard concept of pseudo-document in LSA,
where the representation of multiple word combinations is constructed as a sum of the individual
word vectors. So a sentence constituent or a NP-VP phrase consisting of the words w1, ..wk each
having n dimensions (wi = wi1, ..., win) has the representation (w11 + ...wk1, ..., w1n + ...wkn), the
centroid of the word vectors. While this works very well for passages where the idea is to convey
a rough approximation of the passage as a whole, it fails to convey the contextualized meaning
of the words in shorter constructions described above. The predication algorithm strengthens the
features of the context that are relevant for a participating word by applying the CI-I model. It
does this by extending the representation of a context with its semantic neighborhood proportional
to its relevance to the word through a spreading activation process.
Figure 2.16 shows the network for the example The horse ran, where the predicate ran is modified
based on the argument context horse. The neighborhood of the predicate is first constructed,
which is based on retrieving lists of words from the vocabulary based on the cosine similarity to
ran. Three neighbors of ran—stopped,down and hopped—are shown in figure 2.16. A network
is constructed for the neighbors of the predicate and linked to the argument context with the link
strengths equal to the cosines computed previously in the construction process. Inhibitory links are
added between each of the neighbor nodes in the network and activation is spread in this network
until a steady state is reached. This integration phase selects words relevant to both ran and
horse and the final vector representation for the predicate-argument pair is now the centroid of
the NP-VP and the n most highly activated words from the network.
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Figure 2.17: Sample Topics from TASA [28]. Multiple sense of words are allocated to their respective
topic categories as seen in the above example (play,court,test,evidence)
Figure 2.17 from Griﬃths and Steyvers, 2002 [28] demonstrates how the topic word distribu-
tions tend themselves naturally to reflect categorical grouping, and that multiple senses of the word
are captured by their respective categories. The representation oﬀered by these models aﬀords a
categorical allocation scheme to deal with polysemous words and a document representation that
generalizes over unseen documents naturally. The structural distinction of the latent gist traces
now allows us to contextualize meaning flexibly. Although words have a unified vector representa-
tion, the categorical allocation of topics allows us to refine the sense that best reflects the presented
context and redistribute the probability mass.
Figure 2.18 shows the words money, river & bank and their respective probabilities across
the estimated 1195 topics after running the Topics model described above. Table 2.6 enumerates
the estimated topics and the probability of the word across respective topics for the word river
The structural ordering of information in the Topics Model allows a more natural meaning
construction and word sense selection process. Table 2.7 shows how easily the topic structure
allows us to diﬀerentiate and pick up the diﬀerent meanings of the word play. The topic traces for
a particular word are contextualized by repeatedly sampling a topic conditioned on the provided
context. Our prior is initially the uncontextualized word. We pick a topic from this multinomial.
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Figure 2.18: Gist traces showing polysemy.
Multiplying it by the probability of the context along the chosen topic and repeatedly updating
the prior yields the predicated output. In the absence of context we simply use the trace from
long term memory. Figure 2.19 shows the contextualized representation of bank in both senses
(bank|money,bank|river) and table 2.8 shows similarities of the constructed representations with
words from both senses.
In the example with bank and the contextualization of the representation of its multiple
senses (bank|money , bank|river) we have demonstrated what is more commonly referred to as
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) . Sense disambiguation is a hot topic of research within the
Linguistics community and several bake-oﬀs are held every year where systems compete to have
the best accuracy in predicting the correct sense of a word given its usage in a sentence. I’ll provide
a summary of our performance on the Senseval 3 dataset to distinguish our eﬀorts, and to also
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Gist traces in relational LTM
Topic Probability
1168 0.442080977242
56 0.0813112942038
506 0.0775980017545
62 0.0527633395308
408 0.0488232444345
309 0.0481697932242
773 0.0467510223607
86 0.0415004162871
976 0.0205312569329
601 0.0168908200825
269 0.0158648795408
483 0.012878055466
214 0.0120687421416
759 0.0120546633582
664 0.011968242483
161 0.0117777165758
865 0.0110506651337
1058 0.00573681969993
1157 0.00571104836494
568 0.00470383045463
Table 2.6: 20 Topics estimated for river. Number of topics = 34.
provide a reasonable benchmark for readers potentially evaluating our contextual construction as
practical system. A total of 57 words were included in the Senseval-3 English Lexical Sample Task
[55] with an average of 6.47 fine grained senses and 4.96 coarse grained senses.
Figure 2.20 shows a sample instance from the 3944 total sentences presented in Senseval-3.
The task is, given the context around <head> bank </head>, select the correct sense-id for
the noun form of the word bank.n from the list of possible senses present in WordNet. WordNet
has 10 senses of bank.n. The ideal system picks sense-id bank%1:04:00:: from the list shown in
Figure 2.21. The organizers released a training dataset containing instances similar to the one in
2.20 along with the correct corresponding sense-id answer.
47 systems participated in Senseval-3. Nine systems submitted unsupervised versions which
did not use any information in the training dataset. The majority of systems trained an ensemble
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Figure 2.19: Topic traces showing the contextualized representation of bank in two diﬀerent senses.
<instance id="bank.n.bnc.00000780" docsrc=’BNC’>
<context>
Cash only . Only payments of cash of at least 600 fall within the scope
of Gift Aid . Cash includes cheque payments , <head>bank</head> transfers
and credit card payments . Thus the transfer of an asset to a charity
e.g. a work of art , will not qualify ( although there are other ways for
a charity to obtain tax relief on the gift of an asset ) . Nor will it be
possible to make a regular contributions below the 600 limit ( though see 5
. below ) .
</context>
</instance>
Figure 2.20: Senseval-3 English Lexical Sample Task
of features including lexical collocations from the sentence context and syntactic features with
classifiers (Decision Trees or Support Vector Machines (SVM)) and then predicted sense-ids on
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Word senses of play from the Topics vectors
p(X|play ∩ shakespeare) p(X|play ∩ baseball)
plays ball
play play
drama game
shakespeare baseball
actors playing
theater played
theatre games
stage hit
tragedy bat
performed lee
comedy team
macbeth throw
playwright field
characters balls
actor fun
audience pitcher
dramatic tennis
modern catch
acting player
playwrights want
Table 2.7: Nearest neighbors for the contextualized senses of the topic vectors for play.
Contextualized word meaning with Gist traces
Word Cosine Sense1 Sense2
bank|money
0.95 money
0.95 financial
0.0 river
0.0 flood
bank|river
0.0 money
0.0 financial
0.98 river
0.63 flood
play|actor
0.99 actor
0.97 stage
0.0 volleyball
0.0 games
play|volleyball
0.0 actor
0.0 stage
0.98 volleyball
0.98 games
Table 2.8: Contextualized representation of words using Gist traces.
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<lexelt item=’bank.n’>
<sense id="bank%1:04:00::" source="wn" synset="bank" gloss=(a flight
maneuver; aircraft tips laterally about its longitudinal axis (especially
in turning) the plane went into a steep bank)>
<sense id="bank%1:06:00::" source="wn" synset="bank bank building" gloss=(a
building in which commercial banking is transacted; ’the bank is on the
corner of Nassau and Witherspoon’)>
.....
</lexelt>
Figure 2.21: Senseval-3 - WordNet entry sample for the word BANK
Senseval-3
FG-Precision FG-Recall CG-Precision CG-Recall
Baseline (Most Frequent Sense) 55.2 55.2 64.5 64.5
Best Supervised (htsa3) 72.9 72.9 79.3 79.3
Best Unsupervised (wsdiit) 66.1 65.7 73.9 74.1
LSA-GLOSS cosine 26.6 26.6 34.2 34.2
Table 2.9: Word Sense Disambiguation performance on Senseval-3 English Lexical Sample Task
the testing dataset. The task was further split into a coarse and fine-grained task based on the
annotated sense-ids. Table 2.9 shows how, a simple system using the LSA cosine between the gloss
of a word-sense from WordNet and the instance context matches up to the best performers on the
Senseval-3 challenge. Picking the majority sense-id of a word for every instance yields a baseline
precision of 64.5% and the best performing system (University of Bucharest) has a precision of
79.3% compared to our poorly performing system with a precision of only 34.2%.
From 2.9 it is clear that our simplistic model is clearly not ’bake-oﬀ’ ready. However this
does not directly reflect the nature or the usefulness of the representations we have. Restricting
the Senseval-3 test set to the first two senses from the supplied WordNet dictionary file reduces
the number of instances to 2166 words. Voting majority class yields a baseline of 59.9%. The
coarse-grained precision using simply the LSA-GLOSS cosine yields 61.2% . Building a supervised
classifier with just two features (gloss similarity and lsa cosine between the three context words)
yields an out of bag accuracy of 74.35%. These numbers are obviously from a much simpler task to
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The word ’BRIGHT’ can be used in a sentence to give different
interpretations. For example,
meaning 1 : "a bright sunlit room"
meaning 2: "some children are brighter in one subject than another"
I’ll give you a word. Off the top of your head, how many different
meanings of the word can you think of? Please don’t consult a dictionary
or thesaurus. Write down the different meanings. No need to use complete
well formed sentences. Simply show me roughly what they mean.
bank
hot
paper
play
solid
run
Figure 2.22: Word Sense Informal Experiment with Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
select just two sense-ids and the competing systems will without a doubt beat our simplistic entry.
It however illustrates that by adding several features we can tune a system to perform better at
disambiguating sense-ids for a task.
We, however, are more interested in how our representations fit human behavior rather than
maximizing performance. Our models are not tuned to represent the 10 diﬀerent senses of bank
but we should be able to at least contextualize the important senses. We recruited 10 users for
an informal experiment using Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk. We presented instructions in the
format shown in 2.22. 13 users responded with an average time of 6 minutes for the experiment.
3 users were rejected for spam or poorly written submissions. Figure 2.23 shows the frequency
of the sense listed by the users. The two highest frequency senses correspond to our previous
notions of the senses of bank in the financial and river sense. As we’ve shown in Figure 2.19,
the representations we have learnt from the corpus have the expressiveness to model these senses
very distinctly.
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Figure 2.23: Number of users who responded with the diﬀerent Sense ID’s of the word ’BANK’.
Chapter 3
Construction Integration II Model
We’ve looked at two models that are very eﬀective at capturing global relationships be-
tween words. The LSA and Topics model both represent high level semantic information in a very
smoothed sense. The Topics model also allowed us to inspect the representations and infer sim-
ilarities between words like dog and cat based on categorical features such as animals,pets,...
. The Topics model exposes interesting structure in the semantic space and illustrates how the
introspective nature of its approach allowed us to probe and discover diﬀerent aspects of the word
and its relationships with other documents and words. The Construction Integration (CI) model
investigated the role of context in extracting finer grained representations for the meaning of a word
when used in diﬀerent contexts. The CI model was adapted to work with Topics Model where the
categorical structure in the topics model allowed us to generate highly contextualized meaningful
representations for words constituents. In the Ci-II framework, we make the case for an additional
explicit layer in Long Term Memory by introducing the Relational and Sequential traces.
3.1 Relational Traces in Long Term Memory
A Gist [43] is a snapshot from our memory. It is the coarse grained representation that knows
that the word ’baseball’ is related to ’sport’ themed topics and likely was learnt by reading sports
articles. It globally relates all our information sources and learns connections between them. The
goal of having a gist trace layer is to account for unconstrained semantic interpretation. At a word
level it would be a reasonable assumption to have a dictionary as one such representation where
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The Politics of Ignorance
President Bush has now endorsed the pseudo-scientific notion of "intelligent 
design" (ID) and declared it to be a legitimate alternative to the theory of 
evolution. Intelligent design is a modern form of the teleological argument that 
certain features of the universe and of living things can be better explained by an 
intelligent cause rather than natural processes such as natural selection. 
Believers of this sort constitute the most cohesive and motivated segment of the 
American electorate. Political liberals seem to have drawn the wrong lesson from 
these developments and are now thumbing scripture, wondering how best to 
ingratiate themselves to the legions of men and women in our country who vote 
mainly on the basis of religious dogma. 
Politics
President
Bush
Political
liberals
vote
Politics Science
Relegion
Figure 3.1: Gist traces in Long Term Memory - high level concept acquisition from the corpus.
Text in image from ’The Politics of Ignorance’, Sam Harris, 2005 [30]
for each word in the vocabulary we have the definition of a word’s meaning. We will define such
an abstraction for the vocabulary but instead of having expert humans writing the definitions for a
word, we emulate the process of human learning by extracting representations naturally from the
environment—this is the text corpus. The introduction chapter gives a more thorough treatment
to argue for this being a cognitively plausible account for human learning.
I first logically motivate the need for a simpler co-occurrence based relational trace in this
section and then introduce the sequential trace. These explicit traces are meant to fill in missing
statistics that were left out in the coarse-grained high level vectors output from the LSA [15, 49]
and Topics models [34, 8, 28, 68]. The CI-II framework binds both the Gist and Explicit traces to
provide a better account of the meaning construction process, a detailed of which is presented in
the working memory chapter.
The numbers in the vectors LSA generates for a word are not interpretable unlike the topics
model where each of the columns represents the probability of the word’s attachment to the category.
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The number of categories is typically far lesser than the number of words in the vocabulary. The
vocabulary of TASA after applying the following filters : lowercase, strip punctuation, strip digits,
len(word) > 2, stop-words is 115553. The number of estimated categories on the other hand is only
≈ 1200. The tradeoﬀ in capturing latent associations between words by limiting the number of
associative categories reduces the model’s ability to represent some of the more direct associations
observed between words.
Figure 3.2: Word frequencies in TASA exhibit a Power Law Distribution with a few words having
a very high frequency and most words having a low frequency.
We can look at the representation of a word like “baseball” and figure out from it any/all
similarities it shares with other sports related words in diﬀerent topics. The downside is that the
topics captured are meaningful only for words that occur significantly frequently. The predomi-
nantly very frequent words contribute very little and so do the extremely infrequent words. Figure
3.2 shows distribution of word-frequencies in the TASA corpus. As seen in the figure a few words
have a very high frequency and most words occur with a low frequency. This is called a power-law
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or zipf distribution [70]. The representations formed for the majority of the words in this long tail
are not very informative in the topics model. This becomes a problem for even those words in the
mid-region, which strikes a balance between the high-frequency noise and low-frequency lack of
information zone, when their meaning is predicated given a context word as shown in the previous
section.
Figure 3.3: Contextualized Topic traces for dog wagged and dog barked to show the sparsity in
represented features.
Relational traces address some of the problems posed by the coarse granularity of gist traces.
Each contextualized representation of a words trace has fewer and more specific features. Having
a limited high-level feature set restricts the ability of the model to form flexible constructions with
constituents that are often used but share little or no high-level themes. Figure 2.19 showed the
contextualized representation of bank in both senses (bank|money,bank|river).
As seen in the figure, words like bank which have dominant sense separation produce at-
tractive and useful representations that span over a reasonable number of topic features. This is
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Figure 3.4: High dimensional Relational trace vectors showing the increased expressiveness as
compared to the lower dimensional Topic vectors.
Figure 3.5: High dimensional Relational trace vectors showing the increased expressiveness as
compared to the lower dimensional Topic vectors (zoom view).
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not the case with construction of word representations given a subtler context. The meaning of
dog with dog-specific attributes like barking or wagging is diﬀerent from our understanding of
a rabid dog. LSA posits the interpretation of dog wagged as one and the same as rabid dog
(cosine = 1.00). Figure 3.3 shows the sparse features produced as a result of contextualizing dog
barked and dog wagged. The reason for these sparse representations is due to the allocation of
a few specific topics for barked and wagged which have a lower frequency than dog. The Topics
model allows topic allocations to be more dispersed via the Dirichlet concentration parameter for
document priors. Increasing the dispersion of topics has the side eﬀect of reducing the ability to
induce more latent associations between words.
Explicit traces in relational LTM
Context Probability
mississippi 0.00866631581826
tributaries 0.00842762674829
empties 0.00637453161264
hudson 0.00635605588305
delta 0.00589632445221
steamboat 0.0057681099951
nile 0.00544726289882
downstream 0.00536803896381
amazon 0.0053653202971
steamboats 0.00531041443713
navigable 0.00523400687343
valley 0.00488521752038
dam 0.0048809681055
tagus 0.00483548166189
lawrence 0.00480979738856
flows 0.00478654313453
rapids 0.00474421885946
flood 0.00472807206776
upstream 0.0047152288115
yangtse 0.00464857026149
Table 3.1: Explicit trace word-contexts in relational LTM estimated for river. Number of word-
contexts = 3250
The relational trace vectors seek to define word interactions by recording all activity more
explicitly. It replaces the topic probabilities for each word with a tuple of word-context probabilities.
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Table 3.1 shows 20 word-contexts estimated independently for river as explicit trace constraints in
relational LTM. The process of tracking word contexts is similar to the vector construction in models
such as Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) [51, 53] but we do not weight, prune contexts to
a ngram window of length L and instead of collecting only the top contexts we—explicitly—collect
every word occurrence without discarding information.
Document : ”Baseball is a popular team sport in America. It is a bat-and-ball
sport played between two teams of nine players each.”
Relational Tuples : (baseball, popular, 1), (baseball, team, 1), (baseball,
sport, 1), (baseball, america, 1), (popular, team, 1), (popular, sport, 1),
(popular, america, 1), (team, sport, 1), (team, america, 1), (sport, america,
1), (bat-and-ball, sport, 1), (bat-and-ball, played, 1), (bat-and-ball, two, 1),
(bat-and-ball, teams, 1), (bat-and-ball, nine, 1), (bat-and-ball, players, 1),
(sport, played, 1), (sport, two, 1), (sport, teams, 1), (sport, nine, 1), (sport,
players, 1), (played, two, 1), (played, teams, 1), (played, nine, 1),(played,
players, 1), (two, teams, 1), (two, nine, 1),(two, players, 1), (teams, nine, 1),
(teams, players, 1), (nine, players, 1)
stoplist-words : is, a, in, it, of, between, each
Figure 3.6: Relational Tuples extracted from a document. Each tuple represents word along with
its context and their count in the document (word, context, count). Some words that are very
frequent are added to a stoplist and discarded from the bag.
We maintain a relational vector for each word in the vocabulary. The length of the vector
in our experiments is 56098, from considering standard stop listing rules and further filtering the
list to only keep words which occur with a minimum frequency of 15 in TASA. Figure 3.6 shows
the relational tuples extracted. The counts for these global tuples are updated for each occurrence
observed in new documents. Figure 3.6 shows the tuple collection process for a sample document
from TASA. As is evident from the example, the relational contexts often pick up noisy contexts.
The frequency of the contexts collected globally automatically compensate for and add higher
probability to the relevant contexts. The traces listed in this section are further refined using the
construction process described in the Working Memory subsection of this chapter and combines
information from the Gist trace. The representations here are in a way doing the opposite of the
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gist topic traces - they are explicitly storing local context information with no concern for a global
uniting theme. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the increased expressiveness of the relational vectors for
the words bank,river and money. The plots are of poorer quality as I’ve included a screenshot
of the original plots to reduce the size of the images.
Word senses of play from the Relational trace
p(X|play) p(X|play ∩ shakespeare) p(X|play ∩ baseball)
play plays playing
playing play game
played drama play
plays actors played
games actor games
game shakespeare baseball
fun playwright players
kickball theater player
drama comedy basketball
baseball macbeth soccer
ball playwrights ball
players costumes tennis
actors shakespearean team
player theatre kickball
role broadway football
golf stage volleyball
actor tragedy golf
volleyball scenes fans
tennis moliere softball
basketball theatrical hockey
Table 3.2: Nearest neighbors for the contextualized senses of the Relational vectors for play.
Table 3.2 shows the play example that we discussed in the previous section with the Gist
traces of LSA and the Topics model. As seen from 3.2, the Relational trace is able to capture the
semantic associations of the Gist traces and is also able to accurately express the contextualized
senses for the theater and sports sense of play. The chapter on Working Memory contains more
information on the contextualization and meaning construction process using the relational trace
vectors.
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3.2 Sequential Traces in Long Term Memory
In learning representations for Relational traces, The tuples of words and word-contexts we
considered spanned the entire sentence with no order distinction. The tuples (popular, team,
1) and (popular, sport, 1) are not considered diﬀerent from (team, popular, 1) and (sport,
popular, 1). We place an importance on such sequential word interactions and use Ngrams to
carry this notion of word order. Ngrams were introduced in section 1. Intuitively the bigram pop-
ular sport seems more likely to be used than sport popular. Estimating bigram probabilities
and building a model for word pairs across the corpus will allow us to test our hypothesis and ask
questions like what is the probability of sport following popular? In the case of the Relational
traces our context window was non contiguous and spanned the length of the sentence. For cap-
turing sequence information we restrict the the context window to size 1 and 2 contiguous tokens.
Eﬀectively we extract continuous word pairs from bigram and trigram tokens for each sentence in
the document as demonstrated in Figure 3.7.
Document : ”Baseball is a popular team sport in America. It is a bat-and-ball
sport played between two teams of nine players each.”
Sequential Tuples from Bigrams ): (popular, team, 1), (team, sport, 1),
(bat-and-ball, sport, 1), (sport, played, 1), (two, teams, 1), (nine, players, 1)
Sequential Tuples from Trigrams ): (popular, sport, 1), (team, america,
1), (bat-and-ball, played, 1), (played, two, 1), (teams, nine, 1)
stoplist-words : is, a, in, it, of, between, each
Figure 3.7: Sequential Tuples extracted from a document. Each tuple represents word along with
its context in a bigram or trigram token and their count in the document (word, context, count).
Some words that are very frequent are added to a stoplist and discarded from the bag.
To construct the sequential trace vectors for each word from the collected sequential tuples
we allocate two vectors, one for estimating the left context probabilities and the other for the right.
Table 3.3 and 3.4 show the right and left directional word-contexts respectively that were
estimated from TASA for river as a trace vector in sequential long term memory. Observe that
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Sequential trace - right context probabilities
Forward Dependency trace
Context Probability
valley 0.0874635568513
valleys 0.0826044703596
flows 0.0408163265306
water 0.0242954324587
bank 0.0242954324587
system 0.022351797862
systems 0.0145772594752
basin 0.0106899902818
banks 0.00971817298348
heights 0.00874635568513
country 0.00874635568513
god 0.00874635568513
called 0.00777453838678
runs 0.00777453838678
bed 0.00777453838678
styx 0.00680272108844
plain 0.00680272108844
bottom 0.00583090379009
Table 3.3: Right Sequential trace word-contexts for river. Number of right contexts = 421.
the collected Sequential tuples in Figure 3.7 are fewer compared to the Relational traces which
span entire sentence contexts. The side eﬀect of restricting our context windows to include only
bigram and trigram contexts leads to this reduced tuple collection. To be able to more accurately
estimate order information within our Sequential traces, we use a larger corpus—the Gigaword
Corpus [27]—in our experiments.
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Sequential trace - left context probabilities
Backward Dependency trace
Context Probability
mississippi 0.111966824645
hudson 0.0527251184834
ohio 0.0468009478673
nile 0.0390995260664
lawrence 0.0343601895735
amazon 0.0260663507109
missouri 0.0242890995261
yellow 0.0231042654028
indus 0.021327014218
columbia 0.0189573459716
colorado 0.0171800947867
east 0.0136255924171
rhine 0.0124407582938
congo 0.0118483412322
potomac 0.0118483412322
delaware 0.010663507109
longest 0.00947867298578
tiber 0.00947867298578
Table 3.4: Right Sequential trace word-contexts for river. Number of right contexts = 356.
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3.3 Working Memory
I have argued for an expansion of latent or gist features and called this the Explicit represen-
tation layer. In the previous section relational traces oﬀered a simple context based representation
which had the introspective structure of topic models. Sequential traces looked at an extension
of the relational information by restricting contexts to bigram and trigram windows and hence
capturing some sense of word order. To put things in perspective, I’ll show at how the representa-
tions we have acquired from the corpus can be used to construct meaning in working memory with
experiments that test semantic association.
The view we adopt on representations in Long Term Memory can be best understood by
treating each representational layer as a memory image that focusses on a resolution. Coarse
grained high level semantic association is captured well by the Gist traces (LSA or Topics) and
when finer detail is required we retrieve Relational and Sequential Traces. This is consistent with
the treatment of long term memory in the SAM (Search of Associative Memory) model [60], which
describes components of Working and Long Term Memory and processes that control the operations
of memory. This model initiated initiated what has now become the standard approach to studying
memory.
3.3.1 Constructing meaning in Working Memory
Consider the word kill. We look at the available representations and how they can be
retrieved and used in working memory. At this point we can make some approximations on the
LSA and Topics model, each conveying the same type of global information.
kill
i. LSA vector from Gist Trace
ii. Topics vector from Gist Trace
iii. Relational vector
iv. Sequential vector
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Meaning construction for isolated words out of context for the Gist trace simply involves
accessing the LSA and Topic vectors from Long Term Memory and retrieving them into Working
Memory. For all practical purposes, this representation is the best representation that factors
in global thematic information for our understanding of the meaning of the word. The Relational
vector can also be used by directly retrieving the trace from Long Term Memory. This trace however
contains all the local sentence co-occurrence context probabilities the word has ever encountered
in the corpus. To reduce this noise from the Relational trace we can construct a representation in
Working Memory that combines information from the Gist trace and the Relational Trace.
If the Topic trace is used to combine information, we select a topic from the topic distribution
of the word for which we are trying to construct a relational representation in Working Memory.
We then sample a context from the word’s noisy relational trace from Long Term Memory. The
context is weighted by its probability across the chosen topic.
KILL 24 Topics Gist Topics Trace
12147 contexts Relational Trace
1711 contexts Contextualized Trace
insects 
chemicals
poison
hunt
pest  
Figure 3.8: Constructing the meaning of kill in Working Memory by combining the Topic trace
and the Relational trace from Long Term Memory
Figure 3.8 shows the meaning construction process of the isolated instance of kill. We first
sample a topic from the 24 topics of kill from the Topics vector. A context is then sampled from the
12147 contexts kill has co-occurred with in TASA. This sample is updated into the representation
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with a probability of its loading on to the topic chosen and the process is repeated. The resulting
outcome in Working Memory is a reduced Relational trace with 1711 clean contexts as opposed
to the noisy 12147 contexts stored in Long Term Memory. This process is even more interesting
when applied to the meaning construction given a context word. Figure 3.9 shows the construction
of the meaning of kill given the context hunter. The isolated meaning we constructed in Figure
3.8 reveals the context words with the highest probability as insects, chemicals, poison, hunt,
pest whereas the hunter contextualized meaning has animals, deer, hunter, wild, wolves as
its contexts.
KILL 8 Topics Hunter -Gist Topics Trace
12147 contexts Relational Trace
1366 contexts Contextualized Trace
animals 
deer
hunter
wild
wolves  
hunter
Figure 3.9: Constructing the meaning of kill in Working Memory in the context of hunter by
combining the Topic trace and the Relational trace from Long Term Memory
We can also use the LSA vectors to filter out the noisy contexts in the Long Term Relational
traces. The LSA vectors are biased towards selecting those relational contexts which share a
high similarity with the provided context-word and do not have the ability to allow the relational
contexts to exploit the rich structure of the Topics model. A word that has a high probability
on one of the topics of the predicating word does not have to share a high overall similarity with
it. This is not the case with LSA where the global gist information sometimes tends to dominate
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over the relational contexts. Nonetheless, the relational constructions using LSA vectors provide
a computationally inexpensive approach to contextualized representations for Relational traces in
Working Memory.
Word : kill
Num of Topics : 24
Relational Contexts in Long Term Memory = 12147
Relational Contexts in Working Memory: kill, killed, killing, poison, kills,
harmful, poisons, hunt, ddt, pests, hunter, danger, die, insecticides, harm,
enemies, insects, destroy, chemicals, pesticides
predicate: kill, freq(x) > 10, LSA cosine(x,kill) > 0.2
Relational contexts in Working Memory = 1525
Word and Context: kill and Hunter
Num of Topics : 2
Relational Contexts in Working Memory: kill, hunter, hunt, hunting, killed,
hunters, killing, wild, wolf, wolves, deer, hunted, buﬀalo, danger, enemies,
skins, arrows, shot, brave, gun
predicate: hunter, freq(x) > 10, LSA cosine(x,hunter) > 0.2
Relational contexts in Working Memory = 1240
Figure 3.10: Constructing the meaning of kill in the context of hunter by combining the LSA
vectors and the Relational trace from Long Term Memory
Figure 3.10 illustrates the Working Memory contextualization of the Relational traces of
kill using LSA vectors. As another concrete example to show the significance of the construction
process in working memory, consider the case of bright and its two dominant senses, smart and
light, as the context predicates. The Working memory Relational traces for brightsmart is similar
to smart but is unrelated to light.
Now that we have explained how the traces from Long Term Memory can be used to construct
meaning in Working Memory, we test the usefulness of the model traces by testing how they perform
in capturing semantic associations. When given a word , we assign a simple task to each model
to select the most semantically related instance from a list of choices. The data we present to
the model has a baseline human performance i.e. we have already presented the task to students
and collected their performance on the task. A cognitively plausible account of human semantic
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Word : bright
Relational Contexts in Long Term Memory = 17244
bright smart: bright, looked, looking, pretty, nice, going, saw, walked,
sat, watching, big, coming, thought, watched, wonderful, turned, sitting, quiet,
stood, fine
predicate: smart, freq(x) > 10, LSA cosine(x,smart) > 0.2
Relational contexts in Working Memory = 1842
p(smart|bright smart) = 0.852 (not-normalized)
p(light|bright smart) = 0.0
bright light: bright, light, dark, dim, shine, glow, lights, brighter, brightness,
shadows, shadow, shining, sunlight, colored, lighted, darkness, colors, glowing,
blue, yellow
predicate: light, freq(x) > 10, LSA cosine(x,light) > 0.2
Relational contexts in Working Memory = 634
p(light|bright light) = 5.03 (not-normalized)
p(smart|bright light) = 0.0
Figure 3.11: Constructing the meaning of kill in the context of hunter by combining the LSA
vectors and the Relational trace from Long Term Memory
memory would need to match human performance on the same task.
3.3.2 Semantic Association Data (TOEFL)
The TOEFL set is the classic litmus test of a computational model’s ability to find the right
associations between words. The task presents a word and a target set of four possible synonyms,
only one of which is correct. The goal is to select the correct synonym for a given word. There are
a total of 80 such sets. Figure 3.12 lists a sample from the TOEFL task.
The models I compare are the Gist traces from LSA and Topics models, and Explicit traces
from the Relational and Sequential traces. I further analyze both forms of the uncontextualized
raw Relational Traces from LTM and the contextualized Relational traces in working memory. Due
to practical considerations with implementing each model, the vocabularies for each of the traces
vary and hence we will use the metrics precision and recall to evaluate and compare performance.
Precision measures the ratio of the number of correct questions to the number of attempted ques-
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Word : flawed
crude
lustrous
imperfect[CORRECT OPTION]
tiny
Figure 3.12: Sample question from the TOEFL-80 task. The student is presented with the word
flawed and a list of 4 target choices and asked to select the word which is most similar to flawed
which in this case is imperfect.
tions. Recall measures the ratio of the correct sets divided by the total number of questions in the
task. A total of 60 pairs was the maximum set where the word and all four target options are in
the vocabulary found for the LSA model and is treated as the upper limit for totalitems in Table
3.5
precision =
correctitems
attempteditems
recall =
correctitems
totalitems
F= 2× precision× recall
precision + recall
TOEFL-80
LSA Topics Relational (noisy LTM) Relational (WM) Sequential
precision 0.533 0.548 0.481 0.635 0.455
recall 0.533 0.383 0.417 0.55 0.083
f-score 0.533 0.451 0.446 0.589 0.141
Table 3.5: Performance of LSA,Topics, noisy LTM Relational, WM contextualized Relational &
Sequential Traces on the TOEFL-80 task.
From Table 3.5 we can see that LSA does better than the noisy Relational traces from
LTM and the Topics model but the Relational Traces in Working Memory has the best overall
performance. The sample size of 60 instances is pretty small to draw any serious conclusions so we
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collected approximately 2000 similar word pairs from several vocabulary builder training websites by
crawling and extracting information from their tests. We scraped several websites which contained
free practice tests for students to prepare for the TOEFL exam. Any sites that required registration
or payment was skipped. We lost data while migrating servers and do not have the original scripts
that were used so I haven’t received permission and am unable to give proper attribution to the
websites which compiled this dataset. A total of 2157 question sets were collected.
TOEFL-2157
LSA Topics Relational (noisy LTM) Relational (WM) Sequential
precision 0.424 0.552 0.597 0.615 0.615
recall 0.424 0.206 0.318 0.327 0.057
f-score 0.424 0.300 0.415 0.427 0.104
Table 3.6: Performance of LSA,Topics, noisy LTM Relational, WM contextualized Relational &
Sequential Traces on the TOEFL-2157 task.
From Table 3.6 we can see that LSA barely loses out to the Relational trace in WM with
an f-score of 0.424 as compared to 0.427. Although the precision of the Relational Traces is
higher they do not have the coverage that Gist LSA vectors have in forming the correct semantic
associations. The recall of (0.424) is the highest overall and makes a strong case for using the
Gist LSA traces for all semantic associations where we do not have information on the vocabulary.
The sequential traces have the highest precision 0.615 and the lowest recall 0.057. Restricting
the question set to include only those words with a frequency greater than 10 reduces the set to
1237 pairs. Table 3.7 lists performance of the representational traces on this reduced 1237 pair
TOEFL set. The results make an interesting argument for the primary function of the Gist layer
in being able to better relate global thematic events and help us learn associations on newer words
(less frequent) we encounter in the vocabulary better with the Gist vectors. The other interesting
observation is the performance of the simple context co-occurrences compared to the Relational
LTM traces on both datasets. With an f-score of 0.521, it is very close to the best performing
contextualized Relational traces in WM (0.537). It shows how simple context information is very
powerful in capturing semantic associations when enough instances are observed.
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TOEFL-1237
LSA Topics Relational (noisy LTM) Relational (WM) Sequential
precision 0.482 0.583 0.628 0.647 0.642
recall 0.482 0.360 0.445 0.458 0.082
f-score 0.482 0.445 0.521 0.537 0.146
Table 3.7: Performance of LSA,Topics, noisy LTM Relational, WM contextualized Relational &
Sequential Traces on the reduced TOEFL-1237 task.
3.4 Sentences, Compositionality and Dependency Relations
We have developed a cognitively plausible account for the construction of meaning at the word
level. Our hypothesis on developing an account for sentence processing is that we can use our word
level representations to compose higher level sentence representations. At a document level, the
Gist traces from LSA and the Topics Model oﬀer a complete account of conveying document level
meaning. Information retrieval (IR) systems which are focussed on document level performance
often integrate one of these models to deliver more accurate results. The pseudo-document model
of LSA simply allows us to sum up our LSA vectors to create a document. Relational traces are
very high dimensional and sparse and hence not as eﬀective for representing documents. Pseudo-
documents however do not have any of the order or syntax information following the bag-of-words
assumptions and hence fare badly in situations where syntax and order are important. Sentences
are usually very specific and much shorter than an average document. The information specified
usually only makes sense when the words are placed in a particular order. We have seen that our
bag-of-words assumption works reasonably well in representing words. This is however not the
case with sentences and the bag-of-words assumption for sentences often leads to incomplete and
incorrect interpretations.
3.4.1 Beyond a Bag-of-Words model
Several attempts have been made to move away from the bag-of-words assumption and in-
corporate word-order. The Sequential traces we introduced in chapter 2 use ngrams to capture
position dependent word order information. Although we discussed Sequential traces, we will only
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now show their usefulness in modeling sentences. The reason I introduced it in section 2 was to
oﬀer a complete account of representations stored in Long Term Memory, and since it is only a
minor relaxation of the Relational traces, it seemed logical to keep it in chapter 2.
We’ll look at representative eﬀorts which have tried to model order extending assumptions
and techniques in both the LSA and Topics framework. I’ll then introduce the SP model which
adopts a slightly diﬀerent approach in how it tackles order and meaning - referred to as syntagmatic
and paradigmatic constraints.
3.4.1.1 Holographic Model
The Holographic model of Jones and Mewhort (2006) [38] is a spatial non-parametric model
much like LSA. It is sensitive to word order information in a sentence and uses circular convolution
to learn order information from a corpus. The model has an attractive sentence decoding process
and has shown very encouraging results on sentence priming tasks.
The Holographic model divides the learning and representation of meaning into separate
and independent semantic and syntactic components. It starts by initializing random noisy high
dimensional vectors (around 2000) for each word in the vocabulary. The vectors in the semantic
subspace are called context vectors and are learnt by simply adding and updating word vectors
with every co-occurring word vector that is observed within a defined sentence window (size 7).
Figure 3.13 shows how the context vectors are updated in the Holographic model. The
intuition behind such an approach is that the meaning of the word is the result of the context it
keeps. A fancier more refined version from Firth on this same intuition has also graced a thousand
powerpoint footnotes. The context vectors learnt from this procedure perform competitively on
semantic association tasks like the TOEFL task discussed in chapter 2.
Order information in the Holographic model is incorporated into the syntactic subspace as
order-vectors. Instead of the addition in Figure 3.13 is substituted with circular convolution, a
directional operation is applied resulting in order vectors that have sequence predictive properties
like ngrams. So given a word like Thomas it is able to make an order sensitive association
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Document : ”Baseball is a popular team sport in America. It is a bat-and-ball
sport played between two teams of nine players each.”
Initialized Random Vectors :
baseball :[................]
is :[................]
........
each :[................]
Updating context vectors :
baseball = [is]+[a]+[popular]...+[america]
is = [baseball]+[a]+[popular]...+[america]
........
sport = [baseball]+[is]+[a]+[popular]..+[america]
........
Figure 3.13: The Holographic model represents words in the semantic subspace using high dimen-
sional holographic vectors, called context vectors. The context vectors are updated by summing
up the surrounding word vectors within a fixed context, in the above case of size 7.
like Jeﬀerson or Edison. Providing more context such as Thomas < > made the first
phonograph, the model is able to correctly prime Edison from a list of competing options.
3.4.1.2 Structural Topic Models
The Topical N-grams model [80] and the Bigram Topic model [78] go beyond the typical
bag-of-words assumptions and incorporate ngrams into the standard Topics Model. They relax
the generative document generation assumption where words in a document are generated inde-
pendently. Although the actual implementation details are more sophisticated, the approach can
roughly be approximated as a bag-of-ngrams or bag-of-phrases model. They exploit regularity in
co-allocations and model phrases such as ’white house’ and ’neural networks’ as a single token across
the set of shared topics. The topic distributions now capture more informative word-order sensitive
representations. These models add more value than simply looking at phrase co-allocations in the
corpus.
N-gram Topic models yield a better topic distribution for unigrams in the model. 3.8 shows
how looking at structure beyond the bag-of-words in the Topical n-gram model produces clearer
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Topic describing Support Vector Machines
Standard Topics Model (LDA) Topical n-gram (n>1) Topical n-gram unigrams
kernel support vectors kernel
linear test error training
vector support vector machines support
support training error margin
set feature space svm
nonlinear training example solution
data decision function kernels
algorithm cost functions regularization
space test inputs adaboost
pca kkt conditions test
function leave-one-out procedure data
problem soft margin generalization
margin bayesian transduction examples
vectors training patterns cost
solution training points convex
training maximum margin algorithm
svm strictly convex working
kernels regularization operators feature
matrix base classifiers sv
machines convex optimization functions
Table 3.8: Topical N-gram model. Data from Wang, 2005 [80]. Topic distributions from analyzing
NIPS research papers for both ngrams (n>1) and unigrams in the Topical n-grams model compared
to the standard Topics Model.
topic loadings as compared to the standard Topic model. The support vector machines topic
loading for the unigram svm is ranked higher for the Topical N-gram model as the bigrams and
trigrams allocation by looking at order prevents tokens like vector and support to be ranked
higher. These tokens independently do not say much about the concept support vector machines
and the sequential dependency in the Topical N-grams model allows us to identify them as a separate
unit. Although these topic model extensions have immense potential they are not yet at the state
of the art with respect to performance and scalability. The performance of Wang’s Topical N-grams
model on the SJMN part of the TREC evaluation yields a low precision of .0709 with the author
also noting that these document level topics may be too coarse even to be used as document level
representations for IR.
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3.4.1.3 Syntagmatic Paradigmatic Model
The two models we introduced, The Holographic model and Structural Topic Models, have
a vector based representation for ngrams (n>=1). Sentence Compositionality is implemented by
summing up context vectors and a coding process with order vectors in the case of the Holographic
model and a generative document model based on sampling a topic distribution and then choosing
a n-gram in the case of Structured Topic Models. The commonality they share is that the resulting
representation for the sentence is a vector. Standard Cosine and KL-divergence similarities can be
applied to the sentence vectors and inferences can be drawn about sentence associations just as we
did in the case of the LSA pseudo-document and standard Topic (LDA) model.
The compositional design we inherit is derived from the Syntagmatic Paradigmatic [17,
16](SP, Dennis, 2005) model. The SP model does not explicitly derive a vector output for a
sentence. In Dennis, 2005 he describes the sentence construction process in the SP model as,
sentence processing is characterized as the retrieval of associative constraints
from sequential and relational long-term memory and the resolution of these con-
straints in working memory.
The
hunter
shot
the
deer
.
The
hunter
killed
the
bear
.
Sequential Long Term Memory
The hunter killed the bear
The hunter was killed by the bear
The deer was killed by the hunter
Relational Long Term Memory
deer: bear, tiger,boar
killed: shot
hunter: outdoorsman
Working Memory
Figure 3.14: Syntagmatic Paradigmatic (SP) model architecture.
Figure 3.14 shows the processes involved in the construction of a sentence in the SP model.
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In the Sequential retrieval and resolution phase, the given target sentence is used to search Long
Term Memory for traces that contain similar word sequences. If sentences have matching bi-
grams/trigrams (not necessarily overlapping) they are retrieved and aligned with the target sen-
tence. Candidate substitutions for each word in the retrieved sequences are found in the target
sentence. The Relational retrieval and resolution phase involves finding similar role fillers after
alignments have been found in Long Term Memory. This is the entire sentence construction pro-
cess and as you can see there is no output vector. The representations produced are the syntagmatic
and paradigmatic constraints retrieved from Long Term Memory. Similarity is measured between
two sentences by using a concept of Edit Distance from String Edit Theory (SET) [77].
The hunter killed the deer
The hunter killed the bear
Figure 3.15: Similarity in the Syntagmatic Paradigmatic model is calculated using String Edit
Theory (SET).
Similarity between sentences is measured in terms of the cost of transforming one sequence
of words into another, where cost is computed as the minimum number of insertions, deletions
and substitutions required [77]. The resolved Relational traces allows the model to calculate more
than just a string based cost. In the example shown in figure 3.15 we can look at the resolved
paradigmatic information of deer and infer that bear is a good role filler. Once the alignments have
been made, computing the cost and hence the similarity is trivial. The big problem however is in
finding the correct set of alignments that gives the right sentence interpretation.
Figure 3.16 shows an alignment scenario for two sentences which mean completely diﬀerent
things. There are 7183 possible alignments for the two word sequences out of which the alignment
with the lowest transformational cost will yield the incorrect interpretation that the two sentences
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The hunter killed the deer
The hunter was killed by the bear
Figure 3.16: Similarity in the Syntagmatic Paradigmatic model is calculated using String Edit
Theory (SET).
are similar. This is because the model doesn’t consider more sophisticated syntactic cues.
3.5 Sentence construction in the CI-II model
I have reviewed approaches towards introducing word order to computational language models
and looked at its role in the sentence construction process. The Syntagmatic Paradigmatic (SP)
model oﬀered a very elegant solution to the sentence construction process. The CI-II model replaces
the SP model’s relational and sequential retrieval and resolution process with its own contextualizing
process described in chapter 2. It also exploits dependency relations by syntactically parsing a
sentence which results in an easier and more powerful alignment and edit distance measure.
Before I describe the sentence construction process using dependency traces, I’ll describe the
parser and elaborate on reasons for choosing the dependency graph for discourse structure represen-
tation. Specifying such a structure for a sentence plays an important role in the contextualization
of meaning but traditional cognitive models completely reject this aspect of language.
There is evidence in early child learning that contradicts the use of implicit rules in a frame-
work like the dependency grammar [9, 11, 12, 19, 37, 36]. From a cognitively plausible perspective
we face the challenge that such a system of abstract rules, not directly observable in raw unan-
notated text, cannot be modeled as a learnable task. There are objections within the Psychology
community to using manually annotated treebanks within our model.
My motivation towards the use of a supervised dependency parser in my research is twofold.
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Sentence : ”The hunter shot the deer”
Stanford Dependency Parser (ensemble)
det :(The, hunter), (the,deer)
nsubj :(shot, hunter)
dobj :(shot, deer)
Figure 3.17: Dependency relations from the Stanford Dependency Parser
On the theoretical side, the dependency grammar is far simpler than the Phrase Structure Grammar
and several unsupervised eﬀorts at inducing such grammars have been proposed [75, 47, 26]. There is
definitely room for me to explore these newer alternative formalisms to plausibly express structural
ordering. Grading short responses is a long open problem that has prevented more interesting
forms of automated tutoring to be deployed on a large scale. Dependency relations solve a huge
problem related to aligning sequences and I show evidence in the sections that follow that they
oﬀer a reliable and significantly better feature set for a practical realization of automated grading
systems.
The dependency parse breaks down the sequence of words into word pairs based on their
syntactic role or purpose and arranges them in a structural hierarchy. To filter word-usage-patterns
we employ the dependency relations from the Stanford Dependency Parser [9](2007). The parser
can be downloaded at (http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml)
The Stanford parser generates labeled dependency relations between words. Figure 3.17 shows
the dependency parse for the sentence The hunter shot the deer. A dependency relationship
like sbj (subject) and obj (object) is a tag used to convey a grammatical relationship. A total of
48 hierarchical relationships are output from the parser which we have collapsed into 13. We also
use a few relationship re-write rules from OpenCog’s ReLex Dependency Relationship Extractor
[22].
Figure 3.18 shows the hierarchical dependency structure of the parse. Each word pair tuple
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shot
hunter
The
deer
the
sbj obj
detdet
Figure 3.18: Dependency parse of ’The hunter shot the deer’ along with the dependency relation
labels.
output from the dependency parse of the sentence now has a corresponding label. We can now
represent a sentence as a bag-of-dependency relations as shown in Figure 3.17. Given two sentences
we can uniformly describe their composition. This solves the alignment problem we faced with the
String Edit Theory in the SP model.
Let’s consider a few sentences and compute their similarities with the CI-II model. Table
3.9 summarizes the problem of representing short sentences with a bag-of-words assumption. The
pseudo-document representation of sentences within the LSA model cannot diﬀerentiate between
The hunter shot the deer and The hunter was shot by the deer ranking it higher in similarity than
the The hunter killed the bear.
LSA Sentence similarities
The hunter shot the deer
The deer was killed by the hunter 0.86
The hunter killed the bear 0.57
The hunter was shot by the deer 0.92
The deer killed the hunter 0.90
Table 3.9: LSA Sentence similarities. The bag-of-words assumption in the LSA model leads to
incorrect sentence representation.
An order independent semantic representation gives an incorrect representation. Let us
consider a simple order sensitive metric such as ngram overlap. The BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation
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Understudy) [59] is an ngram overlap based metric ranging from 0-1, initially developed to evaluate
translation quality between two texts. BLEU-K is the geometric mean of the n-gram overlap for all
n-grams with n < k. Table 3.10 shows that this order sensitive score doesn’t work very well. Note
that this overlap is purely looking at a string level match and contains no semantic information.
We would like our ideal model to recognize that (bear,deer) and (killed,shot) are similar and also
use a more sophisticated sentence parse for The hunter was shot by the deer to infer that it is the
deer doing the shooting.
BLEU-2 Sentence similarities
The hunter shot the deer
The deer was killed by the hunter 0.51
The hunter killed the bear 0.17
The hunter was shot by the deer 0.77
The deer killed the hunter 0.47
Table 3.10: Ngram overlap Sentence similarities.
I’ll describe the sentence construction process for the CI-II model and show how similarity is
computed as a dependency relation edit distance using these three sentences, The hunter shot the
deer, The hunter killed the bear and The deer shot the hunter.
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Sentence : ”The hunter shot the deer”
Stanford Dependency Parser (collapsed)
det :det(The, hunter), det(the,deer)
subj :nsubj(shot, hunter) -> subj(shot,hunter)
obj :dobj(shot, deer) -> obj(shot,deer)
Sentence : ”The hunter killed the bear”
Stanford Dependency Parser (collapsed)
det :det(The, hunter), det(the,deer)
subj :nsubj(killed, hunter) -> subj(killed,hunter)
obj :dobj(killed, bear) -> obj(killed,bear)
Sentence : ”The deer shot the hunter”
Stanford Dependency Parser (collapsed)
det :det(The, hunter), det(the,deer)
subj :nsubj(shot, deer) -> subj(shot,deer)
obj :dobj(shot, hunter) -> obj(shot,hunter)
Figure 3.19: Sentence construction in the CI-II model. Dependency relation extraction.
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Figure 3.19 shows the first step of the sentence construction process. The dependency re-
lations for the sentence are extracted and the sentence is now transformed into a bag of labelled
dependency relation tuples. The sentence The hunter shot the deer has the hunter as the subject,
doing the shooting, and the deer as the object, being shot at. The hunter killed the bear has a similar
role assignment. However, in the case of The deer shot the hunter, the deer is doing the shooting,
correctly identified as the subject syntactically based on the part-of-speech tag information but
incorrect in a semantic sense.
Dependency relation : SUBJ
Edit Distance [(hunter,shot),(hunter killed)]
LSA L : cos(hunter,hunter) 1.0
LSA R : cos(shot,killed) 0.51
REL L : p(killed|hunter)/p(shot|hunter) 1.0
REL R : p(hunter|shot)/p(hunter|shot) 1.0
SEQ L : p(killed|hunter)/p(shot|hunter) [Right] 0.30
SEQ R : p(hunter|killed)/p(hunter|shot) [Left] 1.0
MIN GMEAN = 0.53
Edit Distance [(hunter,shot),(deer,shot)]
LSA L : cos(hunter,deer) 0.68
LSA R : cos(shot,shot) 1.0
REL L : p(shot|hunter)/p(shot|hunter) 1.0
REL R : p(deer|shot)/p(hunter|shot) 1.0
SEQ L : p(shot|hunter)/p(shot|hunter) [Right] 1.0
SEQ R : p(deer|shot)/p(hunter|shot) [Left] 0.0
MIN GMEAN = 0.0
Figure 3.20: Sentence construction in the CI-II model. Edit distance for Dependency relation subj
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Figure 3.20 shows the next step after the dependency relations have been extracted. (hunter,
shot) and (hunter, killed) are the dependency tuples for the relation subj in the base sentence The
hunter shot the deer and the target sentence The hunter killed the bear. Measuring the similarity
for these dependency constituents first involves the retrieval of gist and explicit traces from long
term memory.
We measure similarity in terms of the semantic and syntactic similarity or cost in transforming
(hunter, shot) to (hunter, killed). The gist vectors from LSA are used to check how good a match
each word in the corresponding tuple position (L,R) is between the base and target pair. In this
case it is the LSA COSINE(hunter, hunter) = 1.0 and COSINE(shot, killed) = 0.51. We take the
minimum similarity value and note that semantically (hunter, killed) is acceptable as a substitute
with a probability 0.51.
The second value checks the contextual fit between i) the (R) tuple in the target pair and the
(L) tuple in the base pair - in this case p(killed|hunter) and ii) the (L) tuple in the target pair and
(R) tuple in the base pair - in this case p(hunter|shot). We use the Relational traces to compute
the context probabilities and then normalize by the corresponding probabilities from the base pair
with a maximum threshold of 1.0. This essentially checks that the replacement words from the
target pair are at least as good a fit as the original base pair.
The third value verifies the same as the second but with the Sequential trace instead of the
Relational trace. Drawing our knowledge from long term memory in the two examples in 3.20 we
can infer that we are less likely to see the hunter-kill than see the hunter-shoot and in the second
case improbable that the deer-shot would occur. The geometric mean of the minimum values yields
0.53 as the similarity between (hunter, shot) and (hunter, killed) and 0.0 between (hunter, shot)
and (deer, shot).
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Dependency relation : OBJ
Edit Distance [(shot,deer),(killed,bear)]
LSA L : cos(shot,killed) 0.51
LSA R : cos(deer,bear) 0.37
REL L : p(bear|shot)/p(deer|shot) 1.0
REL R : p(killed|deer)/p(shot|deer) 1.0
SEQ L : p(bear|shot)/p(deer|shot) [Right] 1.0
SEQ R : p(killed|deer)/p(shot|deer) [Left] 1.0
MIN GMEAN = 0.72
Edit Distance [(shot,deer),(shot,hunter)]
LSA L : cos(shot,shot) 1.0
LSA R : cos(deer,hunter) 0.68
REL L : p(hunter|shot)/p(deer|shot) 0.83
REL R : p(shot|deer)/p(shot|deer) 1.0
SEQ L : p(hunter|shot)/p(deer|shot) [Right] 0.03
SEQ R : p(shot|deer)/p(shot|deer) [Left] 1.0
MIN GMEAN = 0.26
Figure 3.21: Sentence construction in the CI-II model. Edit distance for Dependency relation obj
Dependency Relation Aligned Similarity Scores
<det>
(the,hunter) (the,deer) (the,hunter) (the,deer) 1.0
(the,hunter) (the,bear) 0.38
(the,hunter) (the,deer) 1.0
(the,hunter) (the,deer) 1.0
<subj>
(hunter,shot) (hunter,killed) 0.53
(hunter,killed) 0.53
(deer,shot) 0.0
(deer,killed) 0.0
<obj>
(shot,deer) (killed,deer) 0.80
(killed,bear) 0.72
(shot,hunter) 0.26
(killed,hunter) 0.23
Table 3.11: Sentence similarity ratings across each of the dependency relations with the CI-II
sentence construction.
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CI-II Sentence similarities
The hunter shot the deer
The deer was killed by the hunter 0.75
The hunter killed the bear 0.53
The hunter was shot by the deer 0.0
The deer killed the hunter 0.0
Table 3.12: CI-II model Sentence similarities.
Table 3.11 shows the similarities across each of the dependency relations and Table 3.12
shows the final sentence similarities which is simply the geometric mean of the similarity across
each dependency relation. The model correctly identifies the similar and dis-similar sentences. The
sentences in table 3.12 were chosen to showcase the dynamics between the syntactic and semantic
components and the expressiveness of the CI-II model in capturing both these elements. The
sentences we encounter on a daily basis are rarely tricky in this dynamic. On average, sentences
also contain several more dependency relations, which a simple geometric-mean based similarity
measure cannot scale up to with similar accuracy.
Rather than focusing on developing heuristics which will allow us to measure similarity for
sentences like the above, I place these dependency relation features within a supervised learning
framework. I study surface level dependency features that we can use to teach supervised machine
learning algorithms to diﬀerentiate and classify data better. The plan is as follows: We will
construct representations for word-constituents derived from the dependency parse and relations
of the sentence using procedures I just described in Chapter 3. The sentence construction process
remains the same; the only deviation we will take from the procedures in this section is that
we assume the existence of labelled instances of correct/wrong or rating-type data to guide our
similarity judgements for any sentence pairs. In sum, we remove the steps involved in collapsing
similarities across diﬀerent dependency relations by using the geometric mean; we hand over the
task of making a similarity judgement to a discriminatory classifier that has seen patterns of aligned
dependency-relation similarity scores.
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate our supervised strategy to build a scalable system to auto-
matically evaluate short student responses, which is a long standing problem in intelligent tutoring
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systems. Our method finds a median balance between: 1) an annotation rich high accuracy system
such as the one developed by Nielsen et al. [65, 64, 62]; and 2) highly scalable LSA based systems
which have not been able to deal with the complexities involved with rating short texts. We oﬀer
an oﬀ-the-shelf solution which is easy to deploy, requires no specialized annotation schemas and
has good inter-rater agreement with human graders.
Chapter 4
Sentence Entailment using features from the Construction Integration II Model
Chapter 3 introduced the architecture of the Construction Integration II model. We showed
the dual route [61, 69] Long Term Memory with the Gist and Explicit Components. The interaction
between the Explicit and the Gist layers produced the representations in Working Memory. The
dependency relations produced from the Stanford Parser were used to deconstruct a sentence into
its word-pair constituents. The constituent pairs were contextualized based on both the syntactic
and semantic components in LTM. Measuring similarity as a constraint satisfaction leads us to
an interesting and diﬃcult problem with weighting the contributions of component-dependency-
relations to combine and produce a holistic measure of sentence similarity. We reasoned about
applying supervised machine learning techniques to extract information from labelled instances to
learn to predict how similar two given sentences are by using their dependency-relations similarity
weights as an identifying fingerprint.
We finally want to be able to get more students to write as they would and have our system
flag their errors so that they can become aware of their problem areas. The main issue preventing
intelligent tutoring systems to be rolled out on a larger scale is that state-of-the-art systems like
Nielsen’s require expensive annotation by expert human raters to bootstrap and build automated
tutor models. In this section I present a system that is easy to deploy and yet highly accurate
with regard to popular vocabulary and usage; in contrast with Nielsen’s model, it is a more coarse-
grained system that does not target the really complex problems like detecting misconceptions in
usage.
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This notion of training supervised classifiers to learn from a multitude of similarity sub-
aspects between sentences was first popularized within the sentence entailment community [63, 20,
79, 76] . There are several publicly downloadable benchmarks which can be used to verify the
usefulness of our models features. We use Support Vector Machines, (SVM; [10]) a supervised
classification/regression technique to train our model and compare the performance of individual
features on these benchmarks. We then conclude this section by presenting our models performance
on short sentence grading.
4.1 Textual Entailment in Sentences
Sentence entailment is defined as the process of using information in a base sentence and
our prior understanding of the facts presented to decide if the meaning of the target sentence is
the same or somehow derivable. Textual entailment requires us to construct a representation for
the base sentence and use our world knowledge from long term memory to make a judgement on
its similarity to the target sentence. The sentences could be as trivial as a paraphrase to more
complex ones involving logical deductions. There are publicly available sentence entailment col-
lections with performance benchmarks from competing textual entailment systems. This makes
sentence entailment an ideal candidate task to test how our features match up with published
benchmarks. The most popular entailment datasets are from the PASCAL network’s Recognizing
Textual Entailment Challenges [14, 35, 24]. We will start with a simpler set of paraphrase sen-
tences to develop some intuition about our features and system setup with the Microsoft Research
Paraphrase Corpus. Sentence pairs for textual entailment can range from trivially simple cases like,
([Singapore is already the United States’ 12th-largest trading partner, with two-way trade totaling
more than $34 billion.], [Although a small city-state, Singapore is the 12th-largest trading partner
of the United States, with trade volume of $33.4 billion last year.] [18] where just surface level
string overlap would be suﬃcient in deriving the conclusion that they are similar, to cases such
as [Trading in Loral was halted yesterday; the shares closed on Monday at $3.01.], [The New York
Stock Exchange suspended trading yesterday in Loral, which closed at $3.01 Friday.] [14] where
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knowing the equivalence between halted and suspended is essential to make the correct inference.
We employ the popular divide and conquer approach used in entailment systems such as Finch
et al. [20], Wang et al. [79], Nielsen et al. nielsen04 and Vazquez et al. [76] to the task of extracting
similarity features for sentence pairs. We evaluate and compute several similarity measures, each
targeting an aspect of the sentence pairs. The features we evaluate are i) LSA cosine. This is the
pseudo-document cosine between the base and target sentence. The pre-computed LSA vectors
for each word in the document is retrieved from the TASA semantic space and are weighted and
summed together. This is also our eﬀective baseline system. The measure has no information of
word order and yet is a very robust measure that has worked eﬀectively for several applications
driven by the LSA engine. ii) Ngram overlap. we use Ngram precision (BLEU) and Ngram recall
measures (ROGUE) to measure surface string overlap. Ngram precision for the case of unigrams
simply counts the number of common words in both the base and target sentences respectively
and divides by the total number of words in the target sentence. Extending this to bigrams yields
the BLEU-2 score. Considering Ngram overlap scores for N=4 yields 8 total features. iii) Edit
distance [6, 48]. The dependency edit distance measure discussed in the above section yields a
13 dimensional feature vector of the similarities across diﬀerent dependency relations. For each
dependency relation found in the base sentence if a non empty word-constituent is found in the
target sentence we compute the similarity score described in the sentence construction process in
Chapter 3. We also include a trivial Levenshtein word edit distance measure as we are not always
guaranteed the parse of a sentence. There are also a high number of proper nouns such as Nasdaq
which are not present in TASA’s vocabulary in which case we default to having a string based
match. Table 4.1 lists all our machine learning features.
This feature vector contains a class outcome (0/1) and is input to our classifier, a supervised
learning module which learns from several such examples and learns to predict the class of an
unlabeled feature vector from the test set. All the data reported has been analyzed using a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) as a classifier (c-svc) or regression model (espilon-svr) in some cases. We
used LIBSVM with the kernel selected as a radial basis function in our experiments. The loss
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function is set to the default value at 0.1 and gamma was 1/number of features. The LSA vectors
using to compute cosines were 300 dimensions from TASA. The Relational traces were extracted
from TASA and the Sequential traces were extracted from GiGaword for better coverage [27].
No smoothing was applied to estimate context probabilities in either models as we want better
discriminatory power.
Inference in sentence entailment involves several aspects like logical inference, coreference
resolution and better world knowledge coverage. While our results themselves do not make an
improvement over existing entailment systems, the training and test datasets lets us analyze the
features—their contribution and interactions—and allow us to build more accurate systems in the
next section where we port this entailment system to the task of auto-tutoring where data is scarce
and expensive to collect.
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Sentence similarity feature vectors as input for LIBSVM
id 1.0
class 1
LSA cosine 0.958120154616
ROGUE-4 0.382912697231
ROGUE-3 0.473854603117
ROGUE-2 0.62362772908
ROGUE-1 0.8498613398
BLEU-4 0.268726360584
BLEU-3 0.339566188605
BLEU-2 0.464452656364
BLEU-1 0.67988907184
Levenshtein 11
AUX 0.0
ARG 0.0
COMP 0.0
OBJ 0.812441321069
MARK 0.0
SUBJ 0.588692152134
CC 0.0
CONJ 0.0
EXPL 0.0
MOD 0.975330598269
PUNCT 0.0
REF 0.0
DEP 0.636527176048
Table 4.1: Sentence similarity feature vectors as input for LIBSVM
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4.1.1 Microsoft Paraphrase Dataset
The Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus [18] is a collection of approximately 6000 sentence
pairs with human ratings on whether a pair of sentences is considered a paraphrase or not. The
training set has 4077 pairs and the test set has 1726 pairs. The features shown in Table 4.1 were
calculated for each of the sentence pairs and mean classification accuracy on both the training set
(10-fold cross validation) and test set is reported in Table 4.2. Inter-annotator agreement is about
85% and our performance at 74% is close to the best reported benchmarks on the dataset. The
features independently perform respectably with the Ngram Overlap measure predictably a clear
winner on the test dataset. As expected, the LSA cosine measure performs the worst with both the
cross-validation and test accuracy. Using the combined set of features had very good performance
so with little tuning we can prescribe using the full set of features for our tutor model if these
results hold out on the RTE dataset as well.
Microsoft Paraphrase Dataset
Model Features 10-fold cross validation accuracy Test data accuracy
LSA 67.56 67.94
Ngram Overlap 72.96 72.63
Edit Distance 71.72 70.14
LSA + Ngram Overlap 72.92 72
LSA + Edit Distance 71.81 68.75
Ngram Overlap + Edit Distance 74.25 72.05
LSA + Ngram Overlap + Edit Distance 74.1 72.46
Table 4.2: Microsoft Paraphrase Dataset
4.1.2 RTE-2
The Pascal Recognizing Textual Entailment Challenge contains considerably harder sentence
pairs than the paraphrase dataset we just discussed. There isn’t as much sequential overlap matches
to exploit in these sentences as in the case of paraphrases. Several sentences not only involve
domain knowledge outside of TASA but they sometimes also require complex logical deductions.
The sentence pair ( [The participation of women in parliament in Mauritius is expected to increase
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as more female candidates have contested Monday’s election.],[Women are poorly represented in
parliament.]) highlights some of the diﬃculty in trying to perform inference on this dataset. The
RTE-2 training dataset has 800 sentence pairs and the test set has an additional 800 sentence pairs.
The state of the art on this dataset is around 75% with most systems in the 60% accuracy range
on the test dataset. Table 4.3 shows results with features from 4.1 on the dataset. It is interesting
to note here that the dominance of the ngram overlap measure is less, unlike with the paraphrase
dataset. The purely semantic measure with LSA does poorly again but the combination of the
semantic, ngram and edit distance has the best performance with an accuracy of 55.875%.
Pascal RTE-2 Dataset
Model Features 10-fold cross validation accuracy Test data accuracy
LSA 45.95 50.375
Ngram Overlap 57.66 54.5
Edit Distance 59.7 55.125
LSA + Ngram Overlap 58.27 54.625
LSA + Edit Distance 59.19 55
Ngram Overlap + Edit Distance 60.33 55.625
LSA + Ngram Overlap + Edit Distance 60.48 55.875
Table 4.3: Pascal RTE-2 Dataset
4.1.3 RTE-3
The RTE-3 dataset is very similar to the RTE-2 dataset with 800 training and test pairs. A
good baseline to compare our performance is the reported best ’light’ system with an accuracy of
0.61%. Accuracy for the participating system ranges from 49% to 80% with the system from LCC
beating all others by a large margin with a sophisticated model that incorporates named entities,
anaphora resolution and logical inference.
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Pascal RTE-3 Dataset
Model Features 10-fold cross validation accuracy Test data accuracy
LSA 51.5 51.25
Ngram Overlap 52.71 55.25
Edit Distance 59.14 58.25
LSA + Ngram Overlap 52.87 55.25
LSA + Edit Distance 59.53 58.25
Ngram Overlap + Edit Distance 59.39 58.75
LSA + Ngram Overlap + Edit Distance 59.2 59.125
Table 4.4: Pascal RTE-3 Dataset
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4.2 Automated scoring of student responses
We can recast the problem of scoring student responses as one of finding a textual entail-
ment between the ideal expected answer and the student’s answer. In our three experiments with
supervised sentence entailment using syntactic and semantic cues that we extracted in the feature
vector, the combined contribution of the features had good performance and correlation between
performance on the cross-validated accuracy and accuracy on the hold-out test set demonstrates
that the features showed no over-fitting.
Automated tutoring systems allow students to receive a more personalized study plan that
will help gradually improve the comprehension process. Getting students to read more and write
more is more essential than razor sharp feedback on problem areas. Our research groups vision
for tutoring systems comes from experience with Summary Street, an LSA based essay grading
system that works well for documents containing at least 2-3 paragraphs of text. The LSA based
engine cannot handle the diﬃculties that arise when dealing with short sentences. Our model
uses the coarse-grained feature set we presented in the previous section on entailment and our
setup requires that instructors to bootstrap the system with a few graded instances using an ideal
expected response as the key. The general setup is as follows: Data is collected from experiments
where students have been given a passage/essay to read on some subject matter. The data I
use in subsequent sections has been painstakingly collected and graciously shared by Katherine
Rawson and Joseph Magliano in their respective research labs. Students are then asked a series of
questions related to the content they have read and their written responses are sent to be graded.
An expected ideal response is provided for each question. We compute features shown in 4.1
between this ideal response and the student generated response. The vector has a grade or class
which together acts as input to our supervised learning module, a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
regression model/classifier from LIBSVM. The settings used for the SVM are the same as described
in section 4.1.
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4.2.1 Rawson dataset
101,1,0.625,A memory system that retains large amounts of sensory input for
very brief periods of time,@@@,This is the type of memory that holds a lot
of information from your senses for a short period of time.
104,1,0.25,A memory system that retains large amounts of sensory input for
very brief periods of time,@@@,Sensory memory is a large amount of input
from your senses.
Figure 4.1: Sample data from the Rawson Dataset.
The Rawson student response dataset is a collection of short sentence-form student responses
on 6 total experiments with a 100 plus students on each experiment and 10 plus question sets
presented in each experiment. Each of the 89 total question sets has an expected correct response
prescribed by the instructor i.e. we have a gold standard response per item. (we skipped one
question set and report results on only 11 items on experiment 4 due to an error in specifying
the range) . A sample from the dataset is listed in Figure 4.1. In this case (Item ID = 1), the
expected right response is ”A memory system that retains large amounts of sensory input for very
brief periods of time” . Subject 101 answered ”This is the type of memory that holds a lot of
information from your senses for a short period of time.” and was given a score of 0.625 by the
grader. (lsa cosine = 0.29 with gold response). Subject 104 answered ”Sensory memory is a large
amount of input from your senses.” and was given a score of 0.25 by the grader. (lsa cosine = 0.54
with gold response).
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the models performance averaged over all 89 questions in the dataset.
For each question set there were approximately 100 feature vectors extracted by computing the
similarities discussed in Table 4.1 between the expected response and student response along with
a corresponding grade between (0, 1). A support vector regression model is run for each of the 89
questions and 10-fold cross validation accuracy is collected for each question. Baseline performance
is simply the LSA pseudo document cosine between the expected ideal response and student’s
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Figure 4.2: Rawson dataset. Model performance is significantly better than both the baseline lsa
cosine as well as the K-Nearest Neighbors result.
response. A more reasonable baseline that better reflects how LSA has traditionally been used in
automated grading systems is a K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) model where for each student response,
the closest 10 responses are calculated by searching the set of responses and their corresponding
human grades are averaged as the model predicted grade. Figure 4.2 shows that our SVM model
with the combined LSA, Ngram overlap and Edit distance features outperforms both the traditional
systems with an average accuracy of 77% compared to 58% and 64% from the LSA baseline and
KNN model. A closer comparison of the individual features in 4.3 also shows that the Edit distance
features alone outperforms the LSA baseline and the Ngram model and comes very close to the
combined best performing model.
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Figure 4.3: Rawson dataset. Individual features vs Combined feature model.
4.2.2 Magliano dataset
The Magliano dataset is a short sentence student response collection similar to the Rawson
dataset. It is a smaller collection with 36 total texts from three genres: narrative, history and
science. Each genre has 12 texts. A total of 60 students participated in the experiment. An ideal
expected answer is listed for every question. The human judgments for each question were rated
as one of (0,1,2,3). 0 = not correct or absent, 1 = vague but correct, 2 = partially correct and 3
= correct. I collapse the ratings for (0,1) and (2,3) and treat them as incorrect and correct labels.
The task is now simply the same classification task as with the paraphrase and entailment tasks.
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Figure 4.4: Magliano dataset. Model performance is significantly better than both the baseline lsa
cosine as well as the K-Nearest Neighbors result.
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Figure 4.5: Magliano dataset. Not much gain for the Narrative questions.
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Figure 4.6: Magliano dataset. Science vs Baseline data. The baseline is diﬃcult for science questions
as they are usually shorter.
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The prediction accuracy with the combined model is better than the LSA baseline and the
KNN model as shown in Figure 4.4. An interesting observation comes up when you look at the
performance of the combined feature model versus the baseline LSA system on the Narrative
and Science texts separately. The baseline LSA system does pretty well on the longer Narrative
texts where order is less important (Figure 4.5) but the advantage of the order sensitive features
outperform the LSA baseline on the science texts (Figure 4.6).
The results from both experiments are encouraging and show how a complex problem of
deciding what grade to assign to a students response can be recast as a sentence entailment task.
We do this by first using the raters ideal sentence as a benchmark to compare student responses
and extract feature vectors. These features encode information on several aspects including the
semantic content, word ordering, semantic content glossed over by diﬀerent structural usage etc.
The supervised learning algorithms pick up on these important feature elements to build a robust
predictive model of sentence grading.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
I have presented a computational model for modeling meaning in language forms beyond
word level units. As humans, we constantly and easily comprehend novel sentences with complex
structure, but popular computational theories of meaning like Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
[15, 49] ignore word order and hence cannot model sentences. The model I present in this thesis,
the Construction Integration II (CI-II) model, is sensitive to the syntagmatic and paradigmatic
constraints involved in sentence processing.
The CI-II [46] model is an architecture that combines ideas on: i) word level semantics
from semantic models like LSA [15, 49] and the Topics [34, 8, 28, 68] model; ii) word order from
Ngram language models; iii) sentence processing from the Syntagmatic Paradigmatic (SP) model
[17, 16] and Dependency [9, 11, 12, 19, 37, 36] relations from the Stanford Dependency Parser;
and finally, iv) the role of context from the Construction-Integration (CI) model [44, 43]. It pulls
together these sub-aspects to simulate computations within human cognitive constraints and create
a mental representation of discourse units (words, constituents and sentences) during comprehen-
sion. Paradigmatic constraints were modeled using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)/ probabilistic
topic models and document co-occurrence probabilities. Syntagmatic constraints are modeled using
Ngrams and dependency parses. The position we maintain on the comprehension process is simple;
it has few assumptions on both the learning environment and on the comprehending-agent. I have
also demonstrated encouraging results on applying the model to the task of automatically grading
student responses.
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In Chapter 1, I reviewed corpus-based approaches to language modeling and explained what
cognitive plausibility means from a modeling perspective. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [15, 49]
and the Topics Model [34, 8, 28, 68] were studied in detail in the background section in Chapter
2 and shown to capture a high-level semantic perspective. The original Construction Integration
(CI) model of Kintsch [43, 45, 43] defined the importance of context and its role in the notion of a
generative lexicon where meaning is not simply retrieved but rather constructed depending upon
the context in Working Memory (WM).
We later used these ideas and representations in Chapter 3 where we described how repre-
sentations used in Long Term Memory (LTM) were contextualized to generate meaning in Working
Memory. An additional representation layer called the Explicit Layer contained Relational and
Sequential traces. We were able to address some of the deficiencies with the frequency sensitive
representations aﬀorded by the Topics model and perform robust word sense disambiguation. This
eﬀectively posited our model as a dual route [61, 69] memory model with the Gist traces (LSA and
Topics Vectors) and Explicit Traces (Relational and Sequential context co-occurrences) interacting
to produce a flexible, dynamic and expressive representation of word meaning in Working Memory
(WM). In future research with the CI-II model, I would like to extend work on the theoretical as-
pects of the contextualization process applied to more challenging aspects of meaning construction,
such as metaphor processing. The Predication model [45] of Kintsch showed how looking at a larger
neighborhood was essential to surfacing metaphorical associations. I plan to extend the Relational
contextualization process to include neighbors of the context to find such deeper connections.
The sentence construction process in Section 3.5 exploited the rich structural information
provided by the dependency decomposition process. We used the dependency relations from the
Stanford Dependency Parser [9] to simplify the alignment problem faced by Dennis’s Syntagmatic
Paradigmatic (SP) [17] model. The inverse transformational cost of semantically and syntacti-
cally converting one sentence into another using word-constituents aligned under their respective
dependency relations was used to compare sentences in the CI-II model.
The practical implications of applying the research presented in my thesis to deploy scalable
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intelligent tutoring systems was presented in Chapter 4. The dependency edit distance features
produced by aligning and computing the transforming cost across dependency relations labelled
by the Stanford Dependency Parser [9] was combined with semantic and surface Ngram overlap
features to build predictive models of short sentence grading. Across two experiments with the
Rawson dataset and the Magliano dataset I was able to show how a coarse-grained approach to
student response rating could be easily implemented with no expert annotation procedures. The
limitations of our approach are: i) it can handle a relatively narrow scope of response complexity;
and ii) it is unable to guide a student through the comprehension process, which more complex
models such as the Nielsen et al. address by identifying misconceptions and problem areas in
the response. However, these limitations are oﬀset by the model’s stable performance, ease of
deployment and its scalability to new question domains. In summary, I anticipate extending this
work to develop exciting intelligent tutoring engines that can be used by thousands of students
with very modest investment of resources
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